JOINS
100TH YEAR FETE
New Chancellor
Talks on System

Spa thin
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WHAT S MISSING? Ten years ago the San Jose State campus had a different look. It had more space and fewer buildings. In the past 10 years, the college has experienced constant
expansion in enrollment and has had to keep up by adding
more and more buildings. Missing in the "once upon a time"
photograph of the campus are the middle library building
and new north wing to the Library, the center addition to the
Science building, the Speech and Drama building, the Administration building, the new Engineering building, a fraction
of the Women’s gym, and several other structures.

Dr. Wahlquist Spurs
SJS Academic Growth
The Centennial of San Jose
State as an institution of state
supported public education marks
the 19th year that Dr. John T.
Wahlquist, 17th president of SJS,
has served as head of California’s
oldest and largest state college.
During the 10-year span, academic standards have been raised
at the collegi and more emphasis
has been placed upon scholarship
and
humanities program has
been instituted.
Sepal It on of the junior college
from ilie state college was accomolislisd in June of 1953 and
the :milieus] enrollment ceiling of
600h
broken.

years and completed Ow require ments for three academic degrees.
His 13.5. and MS. degrees were
from the University of Utah and
his Ph.D. degree from the University of Cincinnati
ISIXOMES TEACHER
Dr. WahlquIst became a teacher
at the University of Utah’s edu-

ENROLLMENT
At present the enrollment is set
at approximately 16,000 full time
tquiialent students. San Jose
States FTE students now total
over lloist
Since Dr. Wahlquist’s arrival
at SJi. the graduate program has
been extended anti closer relations
established between the college
and Santa Clara valley industries.
lit that time, the college has
5Itnes serf an ’insurmountable PRES. JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
amount of building. The
. . . 10 years
Pound of
hammer, and hum of construction
machines have become familiar cation department and received
sounds to Spartans in three 10 his professor status in 1935. He
Years.
was dean of the school of education from 1924 to 1952 and diUTAH NATIVE
The college president was born rector of the summer session.
lo Heber. Utah, Sept. 10, 1899.
Dr. Wahlquist is the author of
Hi father, rharles
J. Wahlquist, several books in the field of eduwas a lawyer who
served as One cation as well as articles for eduI the first juvenile court judges
cational periodicals.
in l’tah
and a state district atHis "Philosophy of American
torney
is widely used in teachAfter attending public schools in Education" institutions. He was
licher and Provo, Dr. Wahlquist. er training
editor and co-author of "The
1?ween 1917 and 1930, taught the
hole tall years, part of two other
(Continued on Page R)
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1857 to Present

By JOHN FARMER
Dr. Glenn S. Dumke. new chancellor of the t’alifurnia state colleges. will Join San Jose State in celebrating Founders’ Day today,
speaking this morning at 10:30 in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Today will be Dr. Ihunke’s first visit to the SJS campus since
his appointment as chancellor April 6.
The new chancellor’s address, "The California State Colleges in
a Second Century of Progress," is a reference to SJS’s celebration of
100 years as a state supported institution.
California’s legislature acted Hai years ago today to establish the
California State Normal school, predecessor to SJS and the state
college system.
TO LEAD PROCESSION
Dr. Dumke and Hiresident John T. Wahlquist will begin ceremonies this morning at i3O:20, leading an academic procession of over
100 educators to Morris Dailey auditorium for the 10:30 convocation.
Classes will he excused at 10:10 a.m., Dean Joe West, chairman
of the Founders’ Day committee announced, to be resumed following
Dr. Dumke’s address.
The 45-year-old chancellor, a former president of San Francisco
state college, has described this morning’s address as a look at static
of the future opportunities tor the state colleges.
Following the convocation, the new chancellor and other distinguished guests will hear Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state superintendent of
public instruction, in a luncheon address at noon in the Spartan
cafeteria.
SAE RECEPTION
IFrom 2 until 4 this afternoon, Dr. and Mrs. Dumke will be honored at a reception to he given by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at
the Gamma Phi Beta sorority house, 189 S. 11th st. Dr. Dumke is an
SAE.
Dr. Dumke is also a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Pi Gamma Mu,
Alpha Mu Gamma and the American Historical association.
A native of Green Bay, Wis., 1)r. Dumke has lived in California
since 192.3. He earned his A.B. ’19381 and M.A. (19391 at Occidental
college and his Ph.D. at the University of California in 1942.
OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE PROF
Dr. Dumke began his teaching career in history at Occidental
No. 110
college in 1940 and was advanced ro full professor in 1950.
The new chancellor onterod the administration of education in
1950, when he was appointed Dean of the Faculty at Occidental
college.
Dr. Dumke served in that offioe until 1957, when he was named
fifth president of San F’rancis’,, state coiliss.
The principal state college representative in the master plan
survey team, which recommended to the legislature the creation of
an independent governing board for the state colleges. Dr. Dumke
was appointed Vice Chancellor for academic affairs of the state college system In 1961,
On April 5. the Board of Trustees, meeting zit San Fernando Valley state college, unanimously elected Dr. Durnke as chancellor of the
colleges.

History Reveals Variety
In College Administrators

James McNaughton, who was
(named to replace Randall in 1899.
served only one year. After a
political battle during which McNaughton was charged with "associating with dissolute characters" by the school’s alumni association. he was replaced.
DAILEY SUCCEEDS
Morris Elmer Dailey, who,
served as president of the San,
Jose Normal school from 1900
until 1919, was the man named to,
replace MeNaughton.
It was Dailey who placed ad- ,
mission to the normal school on a ,
high schol graduation basis, instituted the first summer session
and supervised the construction of
what is now Tower Hall.
Morris Dailey auditorium was
named for President Dailey after
his death on July 5, 1919.
Following President I)a liey’s
death, Lewis B. Wilson, moved
from vice president to acting
president of the normal school.
SPEAKS TODAYDr. Glenn S. Durnke, new chancellor of the
In 1920, William Kemp was
California state colleges will join SJS in Founders’ Day celebraelected by the trustees as presitions today, speaking during ceremonies this morning at 10:30
dent of the normal school to saxin Morris Dailey auditorium
reed President Dailey. He was a
former director of the San Diego
State Normal school training program, In 1923, President Kemp
III
UNION VETERAN
resigned to accept the position of
in 1864 Allen and the entire
(Continued on Page 21
Nlidweek,
in Slurs, is a
graduating class of the Wisconsin
fitting and proper time
SJS will he revisited Saturday school joined the Union army
to skit handy R/A for
by the graduates of the Class of Allen came to California as a pro:I proper fitting of a
1937 when they return to the cam- fessor in the normal school and
Alums who were graduated 111.
handp.onte nen sport , was named principal in 1873. HP
pus for their 25-year reunion.
Another year has gone by and from SJS 50 or more years
emit. All wool and
the alumnae of the department of will return for the annual
Alums will visit with 60-70 for- served until 1889.
wool/or Ion blends in
mer classmates when they lunch
Charles W. Childs, principal Physical Education for Women are Grads" luncheon. Saturdav at
in the cafeteria at noon, said Ken from 1889 until 1896, was the first again in the midst of plans for 12:30 in the home economics tea III Is’,or regular at:ile,
In tasty brown, charRoed, SJS alumni director.
normal school graduate to serve their annual alumnae luncheon COOT11.
Robert Doerr, city councilman as principal. Following a disagree- Saturday at noon.
Approximately 100 "Golden II coal gray and olhe
This year’s luncheon at the Garda" are expected to COMP to II tones. A tri0 remarkand 1937 graduate, will act as ment with Gov. James Budd,
able. buy at the AFTmaster of ceremonies at the lunch- Childs was relegated to a teaching Lamplighter Lodge in Sunnyvale come to SJS for the program, acER EATER SA I. E
eon.
position and Ambrose Randall is tinder the direc lion of the cording to Ken Reed, alumni
price of 31.80. Get set
The reunion is held this week in named principal.
newly -formed alumnae committee director.
observance of the third annual
Joe Malloy, class of 1902, and 111! tor the big weekend,
Am bro se Randall, principal and its chairman, Mrs. Mardel
spring alumni week program, ac- from 1896 until 1899, was the first Sanders.
president of the "Golden Grads." W
cording to Reed.
Alumnae have planned the lunch- Is chairman for the luncheon pro- V
principal of Stockton’s first high
week
Alumni
is presented by school and joined the normal school eon as part of the annual spring gram.
the Alumni assn. headed by Ed faculty AS a professor of physics alumni week program, April 30Assisting Molloy is Miss MOS*
IN SAN JOSI
Mosher, San Jose businessman.
, in 1884.
May 5.
Laellerich, class of 1910.
Who were the men behind the
growth of San Jose State, from
the formation of Mums’ Evening
school in 1857 to today’s role as
the 25th largest institution of
higher education in the United
States?
George Washington Minns, who
founded the original Minns’ Evening school, was a lawyer and son
of a Boston newspaper publisher.
He turned to teaching after loosing his savings in the financial
panic of 1855.
Andrew Jackson Moulder, state
superintendent of public institution from 1856 to 1862, was called
the "father of the state normal
school."
Moulder, who first suggested
state supported teacher training
to the legislature, was a former
quartz miner and newspaper
editor.

in his home state of Massachusetts and in San Francisco.
Henry Putnam Carlton. principal from 1866-1877, was on his
way to Hawaii to be a missionary
when the discovery of gold was reported in California. Carlton instead went to California. and
started teaching after failing to
stike it rich in the gold fields.
George E. Tait was a bankers’
clerk when he decided to begin
teaching in 1857. After serving as
a teacher at the normal school,
Tait was named principal from
1857 until 1858, leaving to enter
the real estate business.
A former minister in the Methodist church and the founder of the
first coeducational high school in
Missouri, William Thomas Lucky
was principal of the state normal
school when it was moved to San
Jose.
Lucky aided in convincing the
legislature of the move to San
Jose, and served as principal until
FROM GOLD FIELDS
Ahira Holmes, first principal of , 1873.
Allen, who was the
the new California State Normal! Charles
sehtatl was a school teacher both I normal school’s sixth principal,
had been an organizer of the University of Wisconsin teacher training program in 1863.

4Alion

Class of ’37 Plans
25-Year Reunion

P.E. Alumnae

Golden Grads
Meet Saturday

is

v.

dean
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Presidents’ Backgrounds Vary;
College Prospers Since 1857
The first program for collegewas estabdean of education at the Univer- trained police officers
lished under the administration of
sity of California.
Alexander R. Heron was acting Dr MacQuarrie and the president
president of the college during the also achieved the change from San
summer of 1923. After leaving
SJS. he became director of finance and chairman of the state
board of control and headed war
agencies during World War II.
Edwin Reagan Snyder, who
achieved state and national fame
as a leader in the field of industrial and vocational education, became president of the normal
school in 1923. Before joining the
San Jose school’s faculty, he was
the first California commissioner
of industrial and vocational education.
After serving as president for
two years. President Snyder died
in 1925. Herman F. Minssen took
over as acting president until
1927.
Thomas W. MacQuarrie, who
became the school’s 16th president
in 1927, was a student of the eminent Stanford psychologist, Lewis
Terman.
Under Dr. Terman, Dr. Mac- DR. THOMAS W. MacQUARQuarrie became internationally RIEFttrmer SJS President Macknown for his work in testing Quarrie dedicated the campus
systems for school conselors, and Memorial Chapel March 28,
in 1925 became director of a 1952. Dr. MacQuarrie was rebranch of the University of South- sponsible for expanding the
curricula to include semi-proern California.
Dr. MacQuarrie broadened the fessional and technical courses
college’s curricula, offering tech- and replaced a teacher training
nical and semi-professional school with practice -teaching in
courses, and abolished the training public schools. The 16th SJS
school, instead sending teachers to President, he served from 1927
practice-teach in the general pub- to 1952, succeeded by Dr. John
lic schools.
T. Wahlquist.
((’onthmes1 from Page 1)
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Jose State Normal school to San
Jose State College in 1935.
Dr. MacQuarrie retired in 1952,
and was replaced by SJS’s present
president. Dr. John T. Wahlquist.

Three-Day LA. Open House
Starts Today; Barbecue at 5
The three day industrial arts
open house will open today with
a barbecue at 5 p.m. in the area
behind the Women’s gym.
The steak dinner will feature
tossed green salad, garlic french
bread, coffee or punch.
Also set for Wednesday at 5
p.m. is the secondary schools exhibit which will feature Industrial
arts displays from the high schools
in this section of the state. After
display here, the objects will be
sent to Sacramento for display at
the state fair.
HIGH SCHOOL VISITORS
Thursday at 10 a.m., students
from high schools in the area will
tour the department. At 10:30 in
TH55, the A. Leitz company, manufacturers of drafting supplies, will
present leather portfolios to 15
graduating and certificated industrial arts education majors.
After the Leitz awards, C. D.
Anderson, project manager and
Paul Smyly III, senior project engineer of Food Machinery International ltd.. will discuss "The College Graduate and His Future Industrial Environment," in IA147,
the Automotive laboratory in the

!Aeronautics Dept. Shows
Newly Located Facilities
A limited open house will be held
by the Aeronautics department
this weekend at the new north
campus location, according to Prof.
Thomas E. Leonard, head of the
Aeronautics department.
The Saturday event will be especially for alumni of the Aeronautics
department and parents of students
presently enrolled in the program,
Leonard said.
Students of the Society of Automotive Engineers have arranged
for James Nissen, San Jose Mimicipal airport manager, to fly over
the open house crowd in his 1917
Thomas Morse Scout at 1 p.m.
A demonstration featuring the
new noise supression and detection
equipment will be held.
"We will fire up our own gas

turbine engine. It should stir up
quite a fuss," Professor Leonard
promised.
The new detection equipment
will measure the noise emitted
from the cemmercial turbine
engines landing at the airport as
well as the test engine at the department’s new $1 million facility
on north Coleman avenue.

Santa Clara County
Reps To Visit SJS
Opportunities in every t hing
from accounting to medicine will
be made known tomorrow when
representatives from Santa Clara
county’s 61 departments visit the
SJS campus.
As a part of the Santa Clara
county Career Day, booths will be
set up in the Outer Quad in order
to provide students with all the information they need concerning job
opportunities with the county.

Spur’s

The county, which employees
about 3500 people, is the largest
employer in the area, according to
Chatham Forbes, county executive
assistant

Candidate for
A. S. B.
Vice President

"Combined, the county departments handle hundreds of millions
of dollars every year," Forbes said.
Immunization with Influenza
vaccines is 60 to 75 per cent effective, the Health Information Foundation reports.

STEVE

In keeping with the present
spring alumni week, April 30- May
5 the Nursing department will
hold a get-together in HB311 tomorrow night from 7-9.
All graduating senior nursing
majors and nursing alumnae are
invited to attend the meeting, said
Mrs. Laura Douglass, associate
professor of nursing.
The meeting is an annual event
and has, as its purpose, bringing
the alumnae up to date on the
activities of the department and
informing them about future plans,
said the professor.

to Student Council
* Director of A. S. B. Student Service Committee
* Constitution Revision Committee
* Spa rtacamp
* Student Government Retreat Committee
* Model United Nations Committee

Delta Phi Delta, honorary art
fraternity, begins a series of
programs dealing with creativity and the intercommunication
among disciplines with tonight’s
7 p.m, showing of four abstract
films in A133.
The films, "Chairy Tale,"
"Moon Bird," "Adventures of
Asterick" and "Fiddle Dee Dee,"
will be introduced by David
Hatch, associate professor of
art. According to Hatch, these
films attempt to promote an
awareness of one’s self through
non-verbal communication. The
program is open to the public.

* Excutive Assistant to the Secretary-General of
Model United Nations
ABILITY
"Steve Larson has demonstrated the interest and desire essential for positive
Pitudent Government We are convinced that Steve is the beet es.ndlelate for carrying
out the responsibilities of the office of Vke President."
STI’llF,’NT COUNCIL 1961-1962
Freshman Representative
Tom Volz
Freshman Itepresentative
Penny Franchi Freshman Representative
Toni Fink
Freshman RA -presentative
e
S phone e re Rep mown ta
V a I !Asses
Ann Davis
sophomore Representative
IiHrk Krushnan
Representative
Sioph.
Steve Frohling
ti
Junior Re presentave
Are.ndy Rewak
Junior Representative
Barney Deasy
Junior Representative
Jud (lark
Senior Representative
Bob Pisan

A middle of the-roader Etzioni is not:
he has proposed something that
seems tangible and good. Even though
it is another call from a sensible man
for the end to war, it comas from the
mind of a realist and one we should
listen to
An important bank,

134 E. San Fernando St.
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.
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FREE
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Enlm

As Chancellor Of
The California State

EDWARDS

Colleges And Welcomes

for

Him To

CONGRESS
OUR NEW DISTRICT deserves the
besta man with outstanding qualifications who will represent the
entire district who is not political.
ly tied to one city or one county.
DON EDWARDS knows the 9th Dishitt. He works here, lives here, was
born here.
A FORMER FBI AGENT, Don Edwards
Is an experienced lawyer, successful
businessman, navy veteran, and a
keen student of local, national and
International affairs.
HE WILL give us the young, vigor.
ous, look -ahead representation we
need in Washington!
Your active support is welcome! Call
Of visit headquarters today!
Attys. for Edwards Cemmittss
Co Chairmen
Virtnr Rssusay Pntret Morgan

norm
CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

economics building. The pink
-huts
flowers were presented to the A.S1
In 1957.
Placed a bit more consrecuo*
on the lawns of the Outer Quad
is a plaque in memory of Cheju
H. Allen and Henry B. Norton
class of 1884. Allen was a on,
time principal of the San
Joe
Normal school. Norton was a
vice
principal of the school.
The plaque, resting upon a dusty
weather-worn rock, was given
ti
the ASB by the members of their
graduating class in 1934.
Placed near the campus chapel
is a graceful, willowy Dawn red.
wood tree. Beneath it lies a &dim
tion in the memory of James
Devoss, executive dean of SilS
0950-54). The tree was front hir
own garden and was presented
to
the ASB by the class of 1935.
In honor of poet Edward Mark.
ham, class of 1872, Tower Hall
beats the words to one of his
poems, "Outwitted."
Located between the Horne Eta
nomics building and the barracks,
lies a large gray stone on which
is inscribed a rememberance, "01
our comrades who died in the
service of their country in the see
ond World War, Dec. 7, 1941, Aug
14, 1945."
This gift was presented to the
college by Mu Delta Pi, a local
fraternity which later became
Theta XI, national social haters’.
ity. The stone was dedicated in
March, 1946.
The returning alums will find the
familiar "faces" at SJS with a
little searching.

ERDMAN

Dr. Etzioni has compacted his book
with a fine historical analysis of the
U.S. policies regarding nuclear testing, defense spending . . . and has
lifted the veil of irrationality from the
proposal of "gradualism" regarding
American power politics.

Etzioni adds force to this argument
by first showing (again, as hundreds
of his clan have) the idiocy of war.
He suggests that we not view
"next" war as World War III, but as
a Nuclear War I: this seems strangely more ominous to me!

Teachers assn., will speak at that
organization’s meeting tonight in
TH55 at 7:30.
The secretary’s topic will be
"CFA-SCI.A Relationships."
"The parent organization (CTA)
endorses the formation of Student
chapters in teacher training institutions all over the state, and some
implications of this relationship
will be explored," according to
Bert Graff, SCTA publicity chairman.
The meeting is open to all interested students and faculty.

Fraternity Shows
4 Films Tonight

By AMITAI ETZIONI
(Collier .95)

"Gradualism is being advocated more
and more by the various factions of
peace groups and has the marks of
being "the" policy that will not only
unite and satisfy most factions, but
will also eventuate a "gradual" disarmament and allow for the peaceful
(!) co -existence of the East and West.

By PRUDY STAVIG
Hearty, jocular laughs, reminiscing walks, and long, memory-tiring talks of days gone by will fill
the air about SJS this week as
alumni journey back to the campus
for another look at their alma
mater.
Past patrons of SJS will see new
buildings, strange faces and a different way of life. Amidst all of
this newness, the former Spartans
will perhaps be seeking the few
items they know will be in the
same location and will look nonethe-worse for wear.
Gifts and memorials given to
the college by past classes lay
nestled unobtrusively about the
campus. These gifts are a small, but
important, part of what our graduates have left to us.
Barely noticeable are the Spartan roses planted next to the home

Exec Secretary
Nursing Alumnae To Address SCTA
Meet Tomorrow On Relationships
Kenneth Brown, executive’ secreIn Annual Reunion tary of the Student California

The Hard Way to Peace

EXPERIENCE
* Junior Representative

1959-60
1969-61
1961-62
1960-61
1960.61
1061-6!
19111-62
1961-62
1961-62
1961-62

’TEAM TEACHING’
Friday at 9 am., the Santa Clara
county Industrial Education Assn.,
will meet in 1118 to discuss "Team
Teaching in Industrial Arts."
A 30-inch-long plaster model of
a futuristic automobile and 19
modernistic designs for refrigerators, kitchen consoles, automobile
interiors and sports car control
panels, as well as drawings of
modern freevrays are on display in
IA226 through the industrial arts
open house.
DISPLAY INSURED
On loan from the General Motors
Styling institute at Warren, Mich.,
the display was shipped by air to
Dr. Wayne Champion, SJS professor of industrial arts. According
to Dr. Champion, the exhibit is
Insured for $500.
The kitchens of the future are
shown and feature a wheel -away
portable sink which can be used
beside a rotisserie in the back
yard,

CAL BOOK REVIEW

LARSON

AMR President
Rich Hill
Pat Sle-Clenaheux ASB President
ASIR President
Brent Desire
Vire President
Skip Flak
Vice President
Ron 4:eresna
Vice President
Rill Hauck
Executh e Pier.
Everett Asila
Executive Ser.
Jeff Desist
Treasurer
Rod Dirldon
Gary Olympia Attorney Genera/

alley between the IA and Engineering buildings.

Alums’ Legacy
Hidden’ at State

EDWARDS for CONGRESS Committee
2347 Alum Rock Ave.
Clayburn 9-2584 CLeyburn 9 0294
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Presidential Hopefuls State Platforms
ASB Elections

Spa2tatta

Founders’ Day
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Paddock’s Platform
"DOLLARS AND SENSE
PLATFORM"
The problems on San Jose State
campus are primarily the result
of the college’s tremendou.s rate
of growth in recent years. The
maximum capacity of the campus
was once considered to be 6000;
its population has already grown to
three times that number. This unprecedented sale of growth has
raised many problems, but ASB

BRIAN PADDOCK
... independent candidata
government planning so far has
offered only "patchwork" attempts
to solve these problems. I feel that
a fundamental re-evaluation of
present policies is greatly needed
and I am anxious to implement
such a re-evaluation.
In 1960, ASH receipts were approximately $160,000; only two
peals later this figure had jumped
to $260,000, of which $75,000 was
spent on athletics. Technically, the
ASH controls these expenditures,
but in actuality the final decision is
made by the administration. I am

pledged to the Students for Democratic Action platform which promises to regain student control of
these student funds. I consider this
to be a 1"Doliars and Sense" platform.
If we are able to regain control,
it Is necessary that the representation of student needs be made more
realistic; therefore, I am further
pledged to investigate means for
offering better representation to
man led students, veterans, foreign
students and members of residence
halls and living groups; as well as
investigating means for representing students according to their
majors and extra-curricular interests, rather than by classes.
Specifically, I will urge the student council to set up committees
for public hearings on the issues
mentioned above as well as such
Issues as the prices charged in the
bookstore and cafeteria; AWS
rules; the plans for the Student
Union; cultural, academic, and
athletic programs and the possibility of making ASB funds available for student loans.
The ASH has been under the
control of the administration and
a limited number of student interest groups for too long. We.
candidates running on the SDA
platform, are committed to
strengthening student government
and extending its representation.
We have no connection with a
"Peace Party," nor with my opponent Dick Rubacher , or his
peace platform. My "Dollars and
Sense Platform" is limited to
campus issues.
Finally, in a desire to emphasize
the importance of the issues I am
concerned about and to clarify my
position before the student body. I
challenge my opponent, Bill Hauck,
to debate on these issues at his
convenience. Brian Paddock

ASB Candidates Disagree
On Means of Getting Union
ASP
presidential candidates
bill Erdman and Steve Larson expressed high regard for the idea
of and SJS student union, but the
men differed on means of securing
one in a brief question and answer
session staged by the candidates
last night in TH55.
Sophomore representative Erdman, long a campaigner for ineorporation of the ASB, urged
that students seriously consider
such a ’,love as a big step toward
obtaining a union.
Eniman said he has consulted

Hui-O-Kamaaina
To Feature Luau,
Hawaiian Evening
Au evening in Hawaii for $3 will
he offered Saturday by
SJS Hawaiian club. An
annual luau, sponsored by the club,
will include dinner, professional entertainment and a dance, according
to
Fujii, club president.
Tickets are now on sale in the
Student Affairs business office,
TIII6, and are available from club
memixrs. Adult prices are $3 and
Children under 12 are $1.50. Activities will begin at 6 p.m. In the
worneit’s gym.
A purely Hawaiian menu is
planned. Fujii said. Kalcia puaa
underground roast pig) Ls the
main course with side dishes of
poi, lomi salmon (Hawaiian salad),
vaitt weft (baked
yams), moil liki
’Chicken long rice), wai momona
IrrUit Punch) and meaona (cake).
Entertainment will include a
variety of dances ranging from
the tame hula
to the flashy Tahitian hula, aecortling
to Full’.

at length with a local attorney,
who has drawn up incorporation
papers, and has initiated a bill
to that end in Student Council.
The bill is still under consideration.
Erdman said incorporation would
cost the students 826.50.
Junior representative Larson, a
SPUR party candidate disagreed,
saying that ASB government must
work as a team through the present state law to achieve a union.
Larson said he feels the great
majority of students are in favor
of having a union and the present
set-up is adequate to obtain one,
without going through the expense
of incorporation.
The junior added that a united
effort within student government.
Including personal contact with
the students, would cause both
factious to "realize their relationships," and lead to a more concentrated ef fort.
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Students Go to Polls Tomorrow; 1 Bill Hauck Speaks
Three in ASB Presidential Race
By MANUEL ROBLES
San Jose State’s Associated Student Body
goes to the polls tomorrow and Friday to
elect executive officers, student council members, and Associated Women Students officers for the 1962-63 school year.
Polls, located in front of the cafeteria and
the bookstore, will be open both days from
8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., according to Election
board chairman Carlton Parks.
Three men remain in the ASB presidential
race after a check of the candidates’ academic record revealed that one did not have
the required 2.25 grade point average, activities adviser Dick Dodson announced late yesterday. Dodson said that two other ASB candidates, one for treasurer and another for
sophomore representative, were disqualified
for the same reason.
Still in the running are ASH vice president
Bill Hauck, SPUR endorsed, and independents
Brian Paddock and Richard Rubacher.
A three way race shapes up in the contest for vice president with sophomore Bill
Erdman and juniors Steve Larson and Bill
Sumner campaigning for the job.
Sophomore representative Erdman, an independent, said that as vice president he
would fight for the strengthening of SJS
student government. "I have valuable specific goals," said Erdman, "which include the
research necessary to finance and build a
student union, the improvement of registration procedures, and the closing of Seventh St.
SPUR candidate Larson, junior representative, said that he too would fight for an improved registration process and closure of
Seventh St. Larson’s plan would be to form
a cooperative leadership within student gov-

ernrnent and attack such problems as: establishing a program of resident lecturers; setting up an ASB scholarship program; and
promoting the establishment of more adequate
ASH representation on faculty -student committees.
Sumner, an independent, has pledged to
fight for a greater student voice in the handling of ASB funds; lowering of mandatory
student body fees; and better representation
for students in specific situations, such as
married students, veterans ,and commuters.
Sumner has charged that the present system of student council representation is "weak
and ineffective."
The offices of executive secretary, treasurer,attorney general, and graduate representative are being sought by junior Robert Weers,
junior Jim Sparling, senior Michael Harris,
and senior Rod Diridon, respectively. All are
uncontested.
Candidates for senior representatives are:
Jeffrey Bryant, Pat Butler, Al Henninger,
Penny Patch, Jack Pockman, Anita Segador,
Nancy Walbridge, and Lance Walden.
Katie Maples, Marilyn Cox, Al Malyon,
and Pete McGrath are seeking junior representative posts; while Vincent Feeney, Pam
Gustin, Jack Perkins and Bob Pisano are
sophomore representative candidates.
Student Council this afternoon will hear
an appeal by a would-be political group
which calls itself Students for Democratic
Action. SDA’s registration was ruled invalid
Monday by the Election board on grounds
that it was late. The group is presently not
considered legally a party, according to Dick
Dodson, and its campaign posters have been
confiscated.

Rubacher Seeks ’Revolution’
Richard Rubacher, Peace Candidate for ASH President.
PLATFORM
I believe in Revolution in Kropotkin’s sense of the wordthere
must be a profound change in fundamental ideas. Lacking discussions on thermonuclear war, believing in the stupid slogan "My
country right or wrong," not looking beyond our noses, believing
there is nothing we can do to
avert disaster, we, the students
of San Jose State and the citizens
of America, are following a policy
leading to nuclear extinction.
When I am elected president of
the student body, I and my dedicated peace-workers will immediately proceed to bring in the
Revolution.
My policies and plans of action
are listed below:
(100D SHIP HOPE
The student body should initiate ;
a drive to pull one moth -balled
aircraft carrier out of retirement,
stock it with food from our bursting graneries and supplies from our
over-stocked warehouses. The ship
should be staffed with various talented students.
SCHOOL OF NON-VIOLENCE
A permanent, non-accredited

school of non-violence should be
established at SJS, coordinated
with the World Peace Brigade for
Non-Violence, to train students in
the techniques of passive resistance.
CIVIL DEFENSE
I demand that the half-educated,
military-minded Civil Defense people of San Jose tear down their

ASB Amendment
By Judiciary Goes
To Student Council
RICHARD RUBACHER
... Peace candidate
war-scare signs on this campus
and take their proposed fallout
shelter plans to an insane asylum.
PEACE FORUM
It is disgraceful that San Jose
Stale continually fails to provide
notable speakers such as Eleanor
Roosevelt, Robert Hutchins, Norman Thomas, Linus Pauling, Edward Teller and others to present
their controversial or dissenting
views before the student body,
Mere junior colleges (San Jose
City and Foothill colleges) are
able to get the above speakers
while we have to be content with
second -raters or speakers who dare
not to be controversial. I want
to Use the American Friends
Service Committees Speakers service.

KALUA PUAAHui.0-Kamaaina members prepare the lialua
puaa or underground roast pig for last year’s luau. The luau
this year will be held Saturday at 6 p.m. in the women’s gym.

or any other recognized campus
political party which is sincerely
seeking truth, allow Communists,
Socialists, Democrats and Conservatives to debate vital issues
on this campus.
PEACE LOBBYIST
I propose that SJS be the first
school in the nation to send a
graduate student to the national
Congress to lobby for peace.
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
There should be a C.O. counseling service for those who seek
alternatives to the draft. Students
lwho refuse to become skilled killer, sh,m1r1 not be imprisoned. Our
,,ntinued on Page 8)

CIVIL LIBERTIES ON CAMPUS
I propose that the student body,
under the auspices of TASC, SAC

Voters on campus may get the
chance to vote tomorrow on an
ammendment to the ASB constitution dealing with a continuum of
ASB judiciary justices.
According to Joseph Stroud,
ASH chief justice, the proposal for
the ammenriment has not been
formerly passed but will be voted
on today by the ASH council.
The seven members of the jud
ciary would be appointed for a out
year term of office by the ASH
president. Five justices would be
appointed following the general
ASB spring elections and two justices would be appointed in the
last four weeks of the full semester.
Stroud said that a "continuum of
at least two justices would be
maintained." The ASB chief justice
said that in this way the judiciary
would have a number of justices
with experience from the previous
semester.
The ASB judiciary tries the cases
of SJS students who have committed offenses on or off campus.
Recommendations of the judiciary
are given to Pres. John T. Wahlquist who makes all final dectsions
regarding the handling of student...

ORIGINAL DETECTI

A, a t and idate for ASB President, I, Bill Hauck, pledge myself,
if elected, to working toward enhancing the prestige and meaning of a degree obtained from San
Jose State College.
It has always been my feelin t.
that San Jose State is an institti
tion of quality and capable of fa- reaching progress. We have a right
to be proud of the achievement’
of our students and it Ls my inten
lion to encourage and promote
further achievement by indIviduiti,
and by the associated student
This objective may be accomplished in many different ways.
Expansion of the functions of
student government would seem to
me to be one of the best methods
to accomplish the above and at the
same, increase student voice in the
affairs of the college which are
so vital to each individual student.
Specifically, some of my objectives are the following:
1. Closure of 7th at., as soon as
possible.
2. Construction of a College
Union.
3. ASB sponsored scholarship
;aid loan program.
4. A visiting resident lecture
program on an annual basis, and
5. A semesterly report to th,
students by the ASB president ic
which time he may indicate II
progress of the several projects ur:

ASB student governdertakien
ment.
Finally, may I indicate my concern for the continued growth of

2 Classic Films
Slated for Today
Classic films presentations resume Thursday after last week’s
intermission with showings of "The
Confessions of Felix Krull," and
"Dong Kingman," a film about the
Chinese-American artist.
The films will be shown at 3:30
p.m. in Concert Hall, and again
at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
"Felix Krull," based upon Thomas Mann’s posthumously published
novel, stars Horst Buchholtz and
tells the story of a picaresque
rogue who is part Don Juan and
part Machietivelli.
"Dong Kingman," tells the story
of the scaler-colorist, his homelife, his background and his approach to art.
---- -

Programs Committee
Applications Wanted
Students int, . -.teal in serving
on Spartan programs committee
next year are urged by ASH Personnel Officer Barney Goldstein to
Union, 315 S. Ninth at,, before
, .on Friday.
There are openings for a chairman and six committee members,
according to Goldstein.
Applications, available in the
Union, must be returned, accompanied by applicants’ photographs;
no applications will be considered
1
without a photo.

BILL HAUCK
... SPUR candidate
San Jose State College in its many
activities and my desire to work
for the associated students toward
Bill Hauck
this end.

Social Affairs
Group Plans
Spring Dance
itti over $1800 in its coffers,
the ASB social affairs committee
launched activities for its annual
spring formal, to be held Friday,
at the Santa Clara County fairgrounds pavilion, accoiding to Sue
Bertotti. committee chairman.
"We are spending over $1800 on
this dance," Miss Bertotti said, the
money going towards decorations
and securing an orchestra.
Tickets for the dance are available free to student body card
holders in the student affairs business office. TH16. Dress for the 9
p.m. to 1 a.m, affair is dressy dress
for women and suits for men.
Dance theme is "Fontainebleau."
Decorations will include spurting
fountains and PO dozen carnations,
Miss Bertottt said.
The Ernie Hechscher orchestra,
presently at this Venetian room of
the Faiimont hotel in San Francisco, will pitvide music for the
evening. Also featured will be SJS
singers Dianna II,11-tt,Ie and Mike
Brand t.

Co-Rec
Co-Ree will cele it tate Sadie
Hawkins day tonight in its "Dog
Patch Daze." Marlin’ Sam will
be on hand to hitch couples starting at 7:30 in the women’s gym.
Three legged races will highlight the recreational games, with
uke, banjo and guitar lessons being
offered as part of a four-week
series of instruction being offered
iris.
clutr.z..

Library Displays Mementos
That Recall SE Background
Sin
Statenigether
of the North Wing
with the rest of California’s state I The display contains a handwritcolleges, celebrates its 100th birth- ten record of the minutes of the
day today as a state institution of first board meeting in Sacramento
learning. On May 2, 1862, the state on Max’ 23. 1862: a register showlegislature voted to establish a , inc some of the expenditures durboard of trustees to set up a teach- ing the school’s "19th fiscal year
ers’ training school.
ending June 1868," and some of
This first Normal school with the entrance examination questions
an enrollment of "one gentleman in algebra and grammar used in
and five ladies" was located in San ’ the 1880’s.
Francisco. Eight years later it was
The middle section of the cue
moved to San Jose and became the is filled with old photographs of
predecessor of today’s SJS.
various homes of the Normal
The library has attempted to il- Isrhool in San Francisco and later
lustrate some of the school’s his- in San Jose. In addition, portraits
torical background through an ex- of the 17 presidents are displayed.
hibit of authentic records, books,
On the far right there is a sec.
periodicals and photos on the main
(Continued on Page 8)
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Sorority Alums
Hold Style Show,
Reunion Luncheon

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Ediforial

Salute
Finlay is Founders flay

ersary of the

the 100th a

The Sigma IS.appa ;duals 01
Beta Rho chapter held a reunion luncheon and style show last
Saturday on the sorority house

college as a state institution of higher learning.
In 1957, San Jose State celebrated another 100th anniversary. This was the centennial of the college as an institution of
not state supported.
learning
Perhaps in 1971 the college will celebrate another centennial anniversary -- 100 years as a state institution of higher
learning at San Jose.
The college, established in San Francisco in 1857 and
adopted by the state trustees in 1862, did not come to San Jose
until 1871.
Its first title. Minns’ Evening Normal School, later was
changed to California State Normal School, and finally to San
Jose State College.
Today we will pay respect to the persons responsible for
education in the state college for the past 100 years. We will
pay tribute to the persons who, seeing the need for more than
teacher-training, guided San Jose State toward the establishment of liberal education.
In the ltNi years of the college, it has realized the need for
training in other fields as well as in education, and has prepared varied selections of students for varied occupations.
Here’s to another 100!
C.P.

Cat, Talking Horse Named
Top Animal Actors for 1961
"Flame," a horse in United Artists’ "The Clown and the Kid."
"Lassie," who took first place
in 1958 and 1959, was awarded
second place this year for performances in her television series. The family dog in "My
Three Sons," "Tramp," won
third place.
Awards of excellence went to
the Marquis chimps of "The
Hathaways" and "King," the
horse in "National Velvet."

Human television and movie
actors compete for talent awards
known as Emmys and Oscars.
Since 1951, animal television
and movie actors have been getting in on the scene. Animal
actors now compete for "Patsy"
awards given out by the American Humane assn.
A talking horse and a cat were
recently named the nation’s top
animal actors for 1961.
Motion picture star "Cat," the
feline star in "Breakfast at Tiffany’s." was "Picture Animal
Top Star of the Year." Star
"Mister Ed." who carries the
lead speaking role in a series of
the same name, was awarded
first place in the television competition.
Winners were announced at
the Humane assn’s 12th annual
Patsy awards last month at the
RKO Pantages theater. Comedian Alan Young was master of
ceremonies.
In the motion picture category,
second place went to "Pete," the
dog in 20th Century-Fox’s "The
Silent Call," and third place to

Popular Musical
NEW YORK (UPI Themost
popular show of the 1961-62
Broadway season, "How to Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying," won seven of 21 Tony
awards Sunday. The awards are
given by the American Theater
Wing for "distinguished achievement in theater."
Composer Richard Rodgers
and former drama critic Brooks
Atkinson of the New York Times
were given special Tonys for
their over-all contributions to
the theater
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By CHRIS HEADINGS
Buried on an Oak street hill in
Saratoga are the wife and two
daughters of John Brown, the
"Old Brown of Osavvatomie" who
was hanged for treason in 1859
after seizing Harper’s Ferry in
Vermont and the government
arsenal there.
Inscribed on one of the tombstones is "Marya, wife of John
Brown of Harper’s Ferry. Born
April 15, 1816. Died Feb. 29,
1884."
ABOLITIONIST
"Old Brown" is the same fanatical abolitionist who was the
subject of Steven Vincent Benet’s national epic poem about
the Civil war, "John Brown’s
Body." The epic, which made
Benet a national figure at the
age of 30, won the Pulitzer
Prize for the best volume of
verse written in 1928.
Mrs. Brown, who died in San
Francisco in 1884, and her
daughters Sarah and Ellen are.
buried in Saratoga’s Madronia
cemetery, according to Miss
Florence Cunningham, SJS golden grad and historian of Saratoga.
The cemetery was once known
as "John Brown’s Hill."
John Brown seized Harper’s
Ferry Oct. 16-17, 1859, to signal
a general insurrection of slaves
hut was captured and hanged
for treason.
UNPOPULAR
Although Brown was regarded by northern sympathizers as
a martyr, he was unpopular in
the eastern United States, The
Puritan’s widow received the
brunt of his unoopularity and
after several unpleasant experiences decided to come west.
Traveling by three ox-drawn
covered wagons, Mrs. Brown began her long trip west with her
two daughters and Salmon
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San Jose chapter alum president Myra Schleich gave a welcoming address. Alums Diane
Jenkins and Jerri Pappas reported on the alum and active
functions during the past yea".
Fashions for the style show,
moderated by Pat Fox, were furnished by Barbara’s of 206 S.
First, San Jose.
Five alums modeled swimwear
by Catalina, esening wear by
Jane Andre. suits by Lilli Ann
and casuals by Jeune Leigue.
Shown in the picture is Mrs.
Patti Lager modeling a pleated
pastel plaid skirt and overblouse
with a reversible jacket. The
three-piece coordinate is by Kuret of California.
Other models in the afternoon
show Were the Mmes. Ellie

HUBBARD
,t
44

001

Brown, John Brown’s son by his
first wife.
After "wintering" in Iowa in
1864, the family came to Red
Bluff, Calif., according to Miss
Cunningham. The Brown home
there still stands but may soon
be torn down for a new freeway.
Sympathetic citizens of Red
Bluff gave the travel-worn and
poverty-stricken Browns food
and clothing and raised a subscription to purchase a home.
Salmon moved on and settled
in Rohmerville, Humboldt county, with the five Merino sheep
he brought across the continent
in one of the covered wagons in
hopes of setting up a sheep farm.
Mrs. Brown, Sarah and Ellen
followed him to Rohmerville.
Soon after Ellen married a
teacher named James Fablinger.
Artistic Sarah was the first
of the Browns to come to Saratoga and she fell in love with
the scenic city, Saratoga’s historian reports.
BUYS RANCH
With the help of J. J. Owen.
then owner of the San Jose
Mercury, the Browns raised
enough money to make a down
payment on a mountain ranch
three miles out of Saratoga on
Bohlmann road. The family
moved in in 1881 and lived tootwo years on the ranch, which
has since been torn down.
Ellen and James Fablinger
had a large family, all but the
youngest were daughters. One of
their daughters and John Brown’s
granddaughters, Miss Mary Fahlinger, is a San Jose Normal
School (now SJS) golden grad.
Miss Fablinger now resides in
Campbell.
Benet used John Brown as a
symbol of the conflict between
the states during the Civil war
for his epic poem. The poem,
which became a best-seller, was
later adapted for staged readings.
The SJS Speech and Drama
department will present a reading of "John Brown’s Body"
May 4-5 at 8:I5 p.m. in Studio
theater. Directed by Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech, the reading will
benefit the annual SJS Dorothy
K a ti ch er oral interpretation
award. Admission is $1 general
and 50 cents students.

Motif

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
Among today’s Founders’ Day activities about campus skill lie

a reception this afternoon honoring the new California stale college
chancellor, Dr. Glenn S. 1himke. Gamma Phi Beta sorority taxt
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity sire jointly giving the 1:30 to 3 p.m.
reception which will be held at the Gamma Phi Beta house.
Dr. Dumke, a Sigma Alpha Epsilon alumnus, is speaking at
this morning’s Founders’ Day ceremonies. Guests at the reception
will include the administration, faculty, sorority and fraternity
presidents and house mothers and the Student Council.
PINNINGS
Pat Argilla, Alpha Phi sophomore nursing major from San
Carlos, to Ron Geresas, Theta Chi senior public administration
major from Fairfield.
Marcia McFerren. Alpha Phi sophomore general education major from Glendale, to Dick Heideman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon junior
Whittier.
business
dnalepoC
Barbara
W Alpha Chi Omega junior education major
bsr.maaarjo
from Palo Alto, to Bill Wendt, Phi Sigma Kappa senior political
major from San Jose.
Elaine Schilman, freshman elementary education major from
Oakland, to Chuck Schaffer, Delta Sigma Phi junior industrial
design major from Piedmont.
Judie Block, freshman psychology major from Kent field, to
Curt Rodrigo, sophomore police major and member of Chi Pi Sigma.
police fraternity, from Merced.
Lou Lytle, Gamma Phi Beta junior from Piedmont. to it,,
Higgenbotham, senior at the California Maritime Academy iikr,
from Piedmont.
Cynthia Byers, Gamma Phi Beta junior from Santa Clara, to
Stan Imus, Sigma Alpha Epsilon junior from Burlingame.
Gwen Butts. Kappa Kappa Gamma senior art student from
Montebello, to Jerry Warren, Delta Sigma Phi senior education
major from Vallejo.
Jan Spence, Kappa Kappa
Gamma freshman from Los Altos, to Jerry Stivers, Pi Kappa
VOTE PILL
Alpha junior business and industrial management major
A.S.B. VICE PRESIDENT
from Modesto.
FOR
Site Lawrence, Sigma Kappa
EXPERIENCED LEADEVIHIP
junior elementary education major from San Diego. to John
Rowley, Sigma Nu senior industrial engineering major from
Long Beach.
SON JOSE’S
Kay Yeary, freshman English
major from Lott Angeles and
THEATRE:
resident of Hoover Hall. to Kev CY. 3’1953
in McCoy, Sigma Pi sophomor,
pre-dental major fisim Aptos.

Ii

Banks. Nancy Hume, Donna
Haywood and Merle Kopang.
Mrs. Hume modeled two suits
by Lilli Ann. One was a black,
three-piece knit import and the
other was a silk and wool creation with a white mink colt.,’
Other outfits in the ten fr,.
timed included bouffant silks.
black bikini and knit sportsvsi,
in banana Mgt white.
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PRONE 225-4133
STARTS TODAY at Both TImatnrs

Saucifidin

Hold

Open House, Tour
ii
SJS’ only %%Mot.
living center, Mary-Gis.rge
op at 146 S. 10th st., will hold
its annual open house Sunday
frrim 2-4 p.m. GliesIs will be
served refreshment: and taken
on a tour rif the }1011.4’ Any
qiiestions. concerning rorqssrativp
living will be ansssa,is.d.
-CLAP HANDS
HERE COMES ELLA!

ELLA
FITZGEARLD
In Person! San lose Civic Auditorium
SAT. EVE., MAY 12 at 8:30
Tickets Now $4. $3 En. $3. $2 50
On Sale at Wendell Watkins lAgrnt
89 to 1st St San lose CY 3 WO
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ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS

It

WINNER OF 27 FESTIVAL AWAP’)S
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MONTEREY ROAD AT ECENVALE

HOLLYWOOD fUPIi --- Standin Richard Roth subbed for a wax
statue in a scene for "The Notorious Landlady," starring Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon and Fred Astaire. DU ector Richard Quine
feared a rented wax statue Would
by heat.
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ENGAGEMENTS
Martha Mauritz, Delta Zeti
senior social science major, to
Charles Wilkins. senior business
major at Menlo business college.
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O’Malley
Realizes
Aspiration

Top Field Assembled ,Nmeat s1.7T easm
For All -Comers Meet Broncos

tis DON CHAPMAN
A inagnificent product of perserverance stands for all to beA star-studded cast has been1 Another outstanding field event
Ravine in Los Anhold in Chavez
assembled by SJS track coach Bud; will be the javelin where Jon
geles.
Winter to (samplement Dave Tork’s ! Fromm, collegiate teems, holder
From the time Los Angeles bid for a second straight 16 foot at 265-1, will be
challenged by
Dodgers President Walter O’Mal- plus pole vault
in the annual San San Jose State’s Dan Studney.
ay moved his baseball team from JORP State All-Corners Track meet ; FrOMM,
now corn pe t i n g for
!egend-filled Kb bet ’s field in at Fremont high school
in Sunny.; SCVYV, made his mark while at
Angeles
four
Los
to
Brooklyn
vale Friday at 7 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran, while Studney
.a.e; ago until opening day-I962,
’Fork. a marine lieutenant ’ got off his best throw ever, 247-ti,
having
his
team
of
dreamed
’he
from Camp Pendleton in south- . at Mt. San Antonio Saturday. Anphy in the most beautiful and i ern California. established a new
;other top con t en de r will be
in
the
park
world.
Will
practical
world’s pole vault record iat 16-2 i SCVYV’s Dick Rocks who has fired
Saturday in the Mt. San Antonio i the spear 248-8’S this season.
Now this dream Is a reality,
Relays at Walnut. Calif.
i, those who visit IR million
!
Bob Bitehie, one of the asTurk’s "supporting case’ will in- thin’s leading broad j
dollar Dodger Stadium will teapena with
red
elude
criticism,
at
least
the
two
all
other
and
tift
saulters; an all-time best of 25-10, will
negotiation
of
who
have
hours
cleared
ami
15
feet or better: head a top hroad jump field.
tape,
sorely must seem worthwhile to Dick Kimmell and Ed Taylor, both Ititeine, who conmetes for the
the
Agar.
with
of
the
Santa
Clara Valley Youth! Pasadena Olympians. has gone
the Irishman
25-25, this season.
But the realization of seeing his
ism play in the sky blue beauty
%vas not easy to carne by.
O’Malley has been criticized by
Angelenos and "foreigners" alike!
angst from the time he set foot Imo
OW IGI1T NIIDDLETON
9.6
in the southland to the present ; 220
Du
icirr N111/1/1.ETON
20.9
ibis water fountain boo-boo is the . 4.to
Ini. [Gin. MIDnuTo IN
....... .. .18.3
latest target of sportswriters). i
I/A IGIIT MIDDLETON
-;- 46.0
The first wave of blasts came ; 880
a
MIKE GIBT II
:52.6
when the Dodger boss ammunced , Mile
MIKE GIBE 11
4:17.0
the "Bums" would play their Two mil..
DAN VI \111il’Illi.
9:
me: in the Coliseum in 1958.
23.910.0
1,0W hurdles .
BOB BSI (1111.1N
BOB TAYLOR
With a seating calamity of High hurdles
14.7
A1.I.1.N P1111.1.1N
100.000, what was the business- ! Javelin ... ...
.
Pole saint .... ........ ROGER WPM NE
man to do? Play ball In tiny
2.1_5 4
Broad jump .... ....... PETE 11/ANNA
Wrigley Field?
High
jump
..........
BOB
1,01-ElOI
6-5
This decision made it possible’ 1,,t.. __,__
IGIBEAU. 1.1.0Th 111:1i AD, I.Aliril.
for the Dodger organization to ’’’ fr",
LE: VALI_ 1111/1)11,11.0V
. ....* 3:12.0
build the first privately financed i,
HENRI LAWSON
.., .3181;10(1) 5
baseball stadium since the Yankees 1"1"4"HumP - ..
i 10,000 nwter .
I/ 1 NM’ MI RPM.
did a thanks to Babe Ruth.
Six
mile
...
DANNY
MURPHY
‘ 30:06..1
The three years in the Coliseum; _
Sch
ol record
_.
were dotted with nightmares for
i;
record
many of the Dodger players, but ’
-Relay
__ _
rot for O’Malley. It must of bro- . _ _
ken his heart those times when
he had to turn away fans during s
the heat of the pennant race in
1959. and d at r i n g that year’s
world series. What a shame!
Breaking all those attendance rec-

Frosh Season Bests

Ti4. i.(), ,

N o-Hitter in Independent
Softball Play, Tilts Today

His chief competition will come
from Spw tan Walt Roberts (2471,21; Pete Dana 124-5I and Les
Bond 124-3)41. 3 of the SJS frosh.
and John NOSIrtie, another is 24
foot -plus broad jumper competing
for SCVYV.
The hurdles field will be led by
the Youth Village’s Fran Washington. We won the 120-yar high
hurdles at Mt. San Antonio in the
meet record time of 13.9. His chief
competition Friday will come from
Bob Bonds. competing unattached,
although Spartan Torn Harrison,
who is going in the highs only, is
comingalong fast, according to
Winter. Bill Toomey of SCVYV
will be another threat in the low
sticks.
Si.. high jumpers who lomat
lifetime bests of 6-9 Dr better
are entered In the meet. They.
are San JOSe. State’s Vallee
Barnes (6-10), Jim Brown of
San Francisco state, ex -Spartan
Erroll William,. (6-10), Phil Fehlen, ’ferns Wyatt and FA (’ositri.
The latter four will be eompeting
for the Youth Village.
Other top non-SJS performers
slated to go in the meet include
Olympian Jerry Siebert (MO),
Keith Thomassen 1220, 4401, exSpartan Hobby Poynter (100, 220)
and ex -Spartan Charley Clark I two
mile,.
Admission prices for the AUComers meet are $1.50 for adults,
$1 for students arid 50 cents for
children 12 and under. Tickets are
on salein the student affairs bliSioffice, THIS. Winter. who
predicts a Sellout urges fans to
purchase tickets in advance in
order to avoid long lines Friday
night and enswe themselves of a
seat.

The San Jose mei men os ill go
Ii, Fresno for the state college
championships Thursday through
Saturday.
Coach Tom O’Neill’s swimmers
ars. undefeated over the last three
years. The team has 27 straight
t wins to its credit.
The tougheat competition will
come from Long Beach state.
No. I man Gordon Stroud
according to Coach O’Neill.
handled his opponent, Larry
It is strong in the distance
GIII, 6-1, 6-3, while Stillson
Judah, playing In the No. 2
spot, breezed 6-1, 6-2 oser
Chtuth Carey.
Russ Wright did it even quicker,
His foe was Gene Johan -

s1.6-1.
6

Oregon Will Shoot For
World Distance Marks

ERDMAN

RAPIER SHORTS
corrou,

At your ioyor
/ kir;PORT
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ATTEND SUMMER SESSIONS

ONER ( IT)

on ths National Student Chosi.er fedorelion
held prior to Easter in San Francisco.

Front,.

Time:
Wednesday nifr: 7:30 p.m.

Apply For Your Registration Permit
in Room 144, Administration

Purse

Bruce Bromley and Mark Rutledge
Pia cc:

NOW!
.0,,t.oteioavaaagnin

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
UNIT(D CAMPUS CtilIMIlr.J
cl,,

Wooeb
H’Ili?f
181 SOUTH FIRST ST
San Jose 13, CaliforniA
CYpress 4-5534

The
Seye ctere

Pete SUM.% and !save corhet
will compete for the Spartans Lo
the 50-yard thirties.
!Alallandra of Long Beach ;
state will be the top competition ’
Corbet and Sagues in the
Bill Bird of the Spartans and
Frank Brooks of Cal Poly are the
top swimmers in the 100-yard!
butterfly.
Schen I record holder Phil
Whitten will go for the Spartans in the breaststroke event.

SAN
Champion
Vorld ItatittatritotIght
Eder Joke of Brazil boxed five
ix it aids with spa mate Roruue
Pere% Monday in prep:trillion fur .
defending his title against Stock ton’s Ilerman 31 ir:we? Friday!
nteh’

Tomorrow, the waprtane play
the University of British Columbia on the Spartan courts. It
will be the final dual match of
TOM O’NEILL
the season for the locals.
. . . undefeated season
This weekend they culminate;
the season with the West Coast :events with Paul Lack and Bans
Athletic Conference tournament.; Von Hemmert swimming the 220
to be held on the San Jose State j and 440 freestyles.
The Spartan medley relay team
courts Friday and Saturday. The
locals will be heavy favorites in will find one substitution from the
team that turned in a 3:48.6
the tourney,
Radloff t
willi
take
over
d
u
o
rHerm
tS
B
entered
have
and Wright
the California State champion- Wegman’s backstroke slot.
ships, to be held next week in San
Coach O’Neill feels that the
Francisco.The championship; teant will be strong enough to
open to anyone who wants to foot heat the competition at the
the four dollar entry fee, will run nowt.
from May 7-13.
Long Beach has a tough freestyle team that will give the Spartans a lot of competition. It has
been timed at 3:30.9.The Spartan,
have gone 3:25.0.
O’Neill feels that his two backstrokers. Wegman and Jim Mon.
sees. can place one-two in th.,

"THE HEAT’S
ON"

Leiter times than any of the other swimmers entered in the event.

Brazilian Champ
Readies Defense

Bob Adams had a rougher time
4-6, 6-0, 8-6, beating Nick Gray
The only loser in singles. Toni
Quinn. went a long 7-9. 7-5, 6-2
with Bill Jaeger. Mel Iligginson
beat Ken %Valsh 7-5, 6-0.
In doubles, Judah and Wright
beat Gill and Carey, 6-2, 6-2; Higgin.son and Estes fell to Gray and
O’Brien, 7-5, 6-3, and Quinn and
Wayne topped Jaeger and Johansing 6-2. 6-4.

Johnny Lotz Fires
65 To Pace SJS
Double Golf Victory

"ignition ... Lift-off!"

SJS Mermen Enter
State College Meet

The Spartan tennis team won
its ninth match in the waning
1962 tennis season yesterday,
downing the University of Santa
Clara 7-2 on the Spartan tennis
cotirts.
Five of the six singles matches
were won by the Spartans and
two of the three doubles.

All the while O’Malley had
!
out the decision of Los
or thei and third frames to bomb New A no-hitter
by B
Art
s
leand
gfinally
nAs
nru
citye
council.
!Draft Dodgers highlighted Mon- : man Knights, 9-3.
Intuit’.
the
The city !day’s independent intranuiral acToday. l’iTA meets AROD
.
Sara Jose State’s thinclads will i Javelin section, Stuart IL,
naiad get AVrigley field and .
I...DS vies with Allen H
as thi, second week f the
,srthe
elia3 .oinTiey to Fresno May 12 for the time best of 249-4,S.
usual rive the ravine to the : softball season got underway.
Sheiks met the Draft Dodgers, ’
Dadgers. Ex -Los Angeles Mayor ! Burris was extremely sharp in , Sinfonia plays Newman Knights, 36th running of the West Coast re- , Mike Johnson, the national junNorris Poulson fought hard for the Dodgers’ 7-0 shut out over the the Beavers lock horns with the lays. They will meet some of the ior college pole vault champion.
top talent on the coast. The Uni- who has a best of 14-8% will corn
that.
; Moulder Men and received ample Moulder Men and the Police
versity of Oregon distance team pete against a junior college Bel,,
"A giveaway!" was the cry! support by the team offense. The Scnistl takes on Markham Hall.
will try for two world records at
Susughout the town. What is for-Dodgers got two MIS in the first
headed by Mike Gnsaves who hiithe relays.
otten, Msvever, is the quality of inning, two in the second, and
cleared 14-6.
the baseball and the baseball park three in the fifth.
Dyrral Burleson, A nserlean
------- that the area’s citizens would be;
mile champion, and teammate,.
The Army ROT(’ racked op a
.1ble 1,) see in the years to come.
Forman, Vie Reeve and
Keith
Flip For VIP!
Other cities would have (iffered 19-point total against Ito Archie San Romani jr. will go
Beaver Shooters in ii walkawav.
the same.
four-rela
in
the
record
for the
True. Chavez Ravine is valuable Tho latter dab got four points.
set by a New Zealand town led
land, located only a few miles from
by world mile record holder
Lambda Delta Sigma scored
the main freeway interchange and four runs in the first inning and
Peter Snell. The record is 16:23J4
the civic center, but what would
Johns. Lotz, as red hot as he, Oregon holds the American refive in the second to grab a quick
!hemline reaction be if the Dodg- lead and hold on to it in a 9-7 been this year, shot his second 65 cord of 16:29.3.
PN were playing hall on the outvictory over Sinfonia.
of the seatam yesterday at San 1 The four Oregon rintilerS still
skirts of town at a not so easy
Sheiks edged Allen Hall 4-3 in Jose country club as the Spartans I also go for the world record in the
0/reach spit
in
a see-saw tilt. The winners scored at double win over the Uni- distance medley relay; 9:35.0. The
The next barrage of insults came
j
two-run
when a family was forcibly re- grabbed the lead with a
versity of Pacific and Alameda hest the Ducks have done is 9:40.6,
in the fin(t inning, but
outburst
cne-tenth of is second off the colmoved from their dwelling in the
behind following a three-tilt state.
legiate record held by Stanford.
ravine be,:111NO Of "that horrible fell
The
heat
Spartans
UOP
16’:
Allen Hall in the
Former California star Jack
man." O’Malley. They had no place reaction by
but I’m going to breeze
which
showed
Pa
and
Alameda.
fourth. Ilowever, in the bottom isf
Yerman will compete in the 40ft.
t, live now, claimed the mother,
up
with
only
four
golfers.
11’2-’2.
through this summer in
that inning the Sheiks responded
hest
season’s
a
lie
has
run,
meter
weeping. It made a great show for
Three members of the squad
with two more digits to clinch it.
my cool Rapier shorts.
46.5, one of the best limes
(sneramen. television and newsshot 76. while there was one 7-1 of
turned in to date this Year.
five
For a nice summer
Omega Tau Alpha scored
paper alike. because it wasn’t until
and one 73.
:tier that it was discovered that runs In the third inning as they
stay cool the Al
Jack Goetz got the 73. Bill
Former San Jre.e State %print,
he "homeless" woman owned romped to a 11-6 win over Aragona slammed the 7-1 mid It;.
er Rob Poynter. ULM% competing ’
way Buy ’em now!
Markham Hall. The Police
three spartment houses.
Krantz, Torn Barber and Bob for the Presidio of Kan Frtinctao
_
School scored four in the first Adams shot the 76s.
Is entered in the sprints. Poynter
Lotz, who should be right in the has is searon’r hest. ot 9.5 in the
National
when
the
things
thick of
100.
Culinary Note
Big Auto
, Intercollegiate golf championships
Insurance Sayings Anastinesd
l’Iti
National junior college javelin I
N.Y
ROCHESTER.
toward
pointing
come
arounclas
WORtsr. and enerried mon over
1 record holder, Larry Stuart. will I
71 its lett 411 dividend, or
Ifolbrook, who reeeIll ly the Santa Clara County
net
James
II SO (based en current 17 O.,
rent dividend). Single mon ynder
moved from Denser, Colo., to It - meat scheduled for June 4 and 5 compete in the oprm division as 1
25’ S2S2 len Se dividend, *0
net
itit1
cheater, simply told the firemen he to Si Jose et:on-try club. The na- there Isn’t any
ei MM.
Pont too gosh OM
11,003
wa.s cooking steak "the only way tiontil champaniships will he held
onety Demeee end t555 Medical
Pr:mem, 0?!,., cover414, It corn
it should be eooked." The finsnen Ia.. meek% later at Duke linker,
VOTE BILL
Prali sayings. Payrnerift can be
had answered a call that Halin Durham. N.C. .
writ ones, %rico or four times
’to’ cell or write for full inter.
Stan Jose has wont nine mecl.
brook’s garage was on fire- TlwY
.etio, to George M. Ciirripbell,
A.S.B VICE PRESIDENT
kreo1 Avenue, Sunnyvale,
found him charcoal bmiling steak this season and will be after it,
P
.Fpnt 1.1741 (day A elfel
zero
near
in
gal
see
pith to complete an undefeated
beside the
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JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF
Between 13th and 9th out
E. Santa Clara
Open daily 11 to 11
Just

5’

for
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
15c HOT DOGS
Just for fun,
Come in today!

NEWBERRY’S

Shop
at

San Jose’s

NEWEST DEPARTMENT
STORE
Home of Brand Names
Wilson
p
eSvpalding
King Tut
Hanes
Douglas
RCA Victor
Motorola
Zenith
Admiral
Decca
G.E.
Westinghouse
Hoover
Norge
Pyrex
Corning
WearEver
ver
Westclox
Smith -Corona
Remington
Royal
Polaroid
Morgan & Jones
Bpeatgeusot

Pepperell
jaalcin
Mc Shore
Mr. Mike
IA aPv
Buster Brown
Paddles & Saddle
Surf Togs
Supp-hose
Mojud
PelasYtix
Bt Form
Lovable
Robinettes
Cannon
McCall
Simplicity
wr
Coates & Clark
THaShuus7sleytoi nBishop
Max Factor
Coty’s
AND MANY
OTHERS

Story and King Roads
Open Sunday /1 to 5

and

Monday thru Friday 9:30 to 9

Collefe chop

Saturday 9.30 to 6

321 S. 10 Si.
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"MADISONAIRE"
SPORT COAT
A natural for college leds smart
post-grads. and wellrdressed dads!

35 to 49.50

INA %evil ..TIA,t ii

Gown:" andl is ill lw gien

"MADISONAIRE" SUITS
iii

it’s casual time . . .
for Jamaicas ’n si..

Authentlac!ly styled in the Mei...,ml
shoulder tradition,

name of the founders ot

59.50 to 75
San J.oe state.

eyelet frosted robe 85.99

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

BANK* MFRICARD

MERCHANTS’
OCIATION
OP SAN JOSE
SCHOLARSHI?
AWARD

J S. WILLIAMS
PARKING KALIDATEL

FIRST NATIONAL
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ROBE SHOP

QUALITY SINCE 1888

___-- --- wHEREDIDyou 1 ( AT J SILBER I
I
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$39-,
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SHARP
WAS ONLY 5285
SWEATSHIRT,
(BECAUSE I’M A STATE ,
STUDENT)
DOLL?
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QUALITY
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Congratulations Neighbor
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men’s wear -- Street toot
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Discount On
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RCA
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Come In NOil

It look, like
It’, bottki like
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Shorts
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and ach
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ft So
Si

2.50 to 8.98

On Your Founders’ Day
Anniversary
PLENTIFUL PARKING JUST STEPS FROM OUR DOORS

266 South First
Opposite
U.A. Theatre

CY 5-5141

Valley Fair
at
Lot
"C" Parking

Li

,.
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SALUTES SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
-

FOUNDERS’ WEEK
DOWNTOWN

MERCHANTS

ASSOCIATION
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SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

See HEROLDS selections of Fashion Flats

MARTINSENOUR

Li
STUART’S

,
Bridal sets
Sets For
The Young Income
Slim and gno-efidni Sr
original. created eeperiall)
g
for y
g loserik IA110
and y

COLOR

SALUTES

11411181141

SAN JOSE
We owe a lot to San Jose State Students.
Over the years we Sin sold hundreds
of gallons ol will petn.
State students.
We apprecia’e ’eir pa - ,nage during
their college
i --,re than that,
we enjoy se
when they be
coroe alumni. Stec t.ude"ts help as predict color trends. Over the past few years
College tastes have been amazingly acit predicting nation wide color
curate
trends. Today we have the increasing use
of deep color accents for interIors as well
as exteriors, martin Lenorn Co. has just
produced a pal,"’, of 239 deep tone accents called I Ultratcnes.- These outstanding colors are tuly unique! No other con,
pony has offered such a large array of
brilta^t

STATE
AND
THE
TWO
PIECE
SWIM
SUIT

COTTONS
This Hina Fashion comes in
white with pastel pink, blue
and green bottons: and in
platinum and peanut with
bone, yellow and tan bottons.

KNITS
By

Iv

I

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO
Open Thur.. WI 9 p.m.

WARDS
168 So. 1st St.
CY 2-8664

Summer
Fashions
. . . for every
occasion
Hundreds of
styles to select
from.

JosE p$1 I

74 South First Street
or

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Blvd.

2 STORES
CALIEDDHAS 011,1
SHOE C0H-1,.

DOWNTOWN. 161 SOUTH FIRST

3u3oy ....44oui Your nom e?
The best of everything for couples starting a home is here at
Lion’s. The best in style in matchless creations by America’s
foremost designs, period, contemporary and provincial for
gracious living. The best in selection so that you can choose
for any room and decor. Furnish and carpet an entire room
from Lion’s outstandingly complete and varied displays. The
best in value because Lion’s always brings you superb quality
at the most moderate prices. Every dollar you spend buys
furniture of the utmost fashion and luxury. Let Lion’s assist
and advise you, help you avoid costly mistakes. In short, come
to Lion’s and buy the home furnishings of your dreams!
3 Stores to Serve You
99 So. 2nd Street
San Jose
CT 2-3202

C. LE
Jeweiers
N and RAG

.

Come in today for a free color
card on these provocative colors.

JANTZEN . ELIZABETH STEWART
DEWEESE
PETTI
SIRENA
ROSE MARIE REID
From

Use Our Divided
Payment Plan

Rich Yellows, Wild
Oranges, Fiery Reds,
Virile Violets,
Brilliant Blues, Fun
Fuchsias, Earthy
Russets, Chalky Charcoals

HELENCAS

1111illii)

and salt.. in
and craftHilarodop

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Blvd.
Son Jose

1228 So. Main Street
Salinas

VALLEY FAIR

LaC

, BUT YOU
HAVE NO

VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER

CH 0-4171

DOWNTOWN

CY 2-1447

I12 South 2nd St

(BECAUSE I’M WEARING A.
6-WAV LINEN SUIT WITH
JACKET, VEST, 2 MATCHING
SKIRTS,.(1798)

QUALITY
APPAREL

/l’/i1fjsj1

COURTEOUS
SERVICE

TS

With built-in junior figures!

illoteept

They curve in and out
where juniors do!
Smashing
I- and 2.piece style in color-drenched
print!, and solids: 7 S.

11.95 to 11.15
HALE S YOUNG CALIFORNIA
SHOP. SECOND FLOOR

So. First St
CY4 3030

Congratulations Neighbor
On Your Founders’ Day
Anniversary

Lion’s Over 106 Years of Quality and Service
SHOP HALES MONDAY AND THURSDAY UNTIL 900 PM

10"
Arnel triacefate jersey
in white or blue.
sizes 10-18.

...
:#: WARDS
168 So. 1st St.
CY 2.8664

_.sl
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1870 Slogan Equates San Jose with Education
In Fight To Relocate State Nor mal School
.10,se should be as synonymous with education as Stockton is with insanity."
This was an 1870 slogan in a
battle that, politically, involved
mist of California: Where should
the state relocate the California
State Normal school?
Stockton and San Jose were
chief competitors for the new
campus, but Santa Clara. Oakland.
Napa, Martinez and Petaluma were
also being considered by a special
committee of the state legislature.
Property holders of Napa offered
to tax themselves to gain the normal school, asserting that their
climate was "more salubrious" than
that of San Jose and that their
"mineral springs and natural curiosities would afford the students
adxantages in scientific studies."

Hie city of San Jose as a p.ttk.
after it was donated in 1846 by
James Frazier Reed. an organizer
and survivor of the Donner party.
Washington square was chosen
by Principal Lucky and a committee as "near to both transportation
and the heart of the city."
Just before Lucky’s selection the
San Jose Mercury reported "the

Foreign Students
To Don Costumes

,st.ihlish, in
Hifi, ,pat
addition to the school, a boarding
house, and prefers sufficient
grounds in order to keep cows and
, raise fruit and vegetables.
On March 14, 1870, the senate
and assembly sat in a joint session. where it took five ballots to
select San Jose as the new normal
school campus

Peace Stand
For Changes

Six SJS international students
will model clothes from their na(Continued from Page 3)
tive countries tomorrow at a noon views must undergo a profound
fashion show at the La Ramada change.
Country Club in Los Gatos
A MATTER OF CONSCIENCE
The fashion show Is sponsored
We du not think of war in realby the Los Gatos-Saratoga Amari- istic terms today. Clean bombs,
can Association of University missiles gracefully taking off,
Women. Proceeds will go to the servicemen eating apple pie while
International Student center. 285 on patrol in a nuclear submarine
S. Market St.
equipped with Polaris war-heads.
ave. images
International students from SJS these are the Madison
joining the fashion show are of war.
At San Jose State we can realYasuko Okano and Etsuko Toyosuku, both from Japan. Navime- ize, just realize, that nuclear war
ethan Rao from India, Judy is more immediate to us than th.VanZyd from Holland, Shirley closing of Seventh St. We can shov.
Portier from Indonesia and Diane our adult citizens, our elected’
leaders, our concerned President,
Chew from China.
that we, too, are concerned. I urge
The show of summer fashions
all of you to vote for me, the first
will feature styles from West Peace candidate for student body
brook’s in Palo Alto.
president in an American college.
I don’t give you promises.
I give you revolution.
Elect me.
Richard Rubacher
Job Interviews will be held in the
Placement office, Adm234, unless spacified otherwise. Appointment lists are
put out in advance of the interview.
Students ere requested to sign up early.

FREE PASSES
Authorities at San Jose invited
the normal school to visit this city,
and the San Jose Railroad company
presented free passes to 180 students and faculty.
Despite the fact that the San
Jose reception committee and the
"normalites" arrived at different
stations, a tour of San Jose was
conducted, and William Thomas
Lucky, principal at the time, favored San Jose in his report to the
legislature.
Where in San Jose the new campus would be located depended on
which promoter a visitor talked to,
according to Dr. Benjamin F. Gilbert’s history of SJS, "Pioneers for
One Hundred Years."
It was agreed that "Unlike a college or state university that attracts many fast and mischievious
young men, not a desirable acquisition to any community, the Normal
school comprises only the most
desirable class of young people." TOM /MOW
Sites offered the college included
er City unified schools, (Los
an area off Market St., and the
s county): elementary, jun"Agricultural Society" announced An
it would relinquish the fair groundslior high and high school teacher
on the Alameda, an area which is I candidates.
now near the San Jose -Santa Cruz
El Rancho unified school Ms‘reeway.
trict. Pico Rivera, (Los Angeles
county: elementary, junior high
WASHINGTON SQUARE
Third choice was Washington and high school teacher candidates.

Job Interviews

square, a low marshy area used by FRIDAY
Shell 011 co.: business administration majors.

A

q0TICE!
TRU-SOUND
’MR! TM!
ft Busiest 1 ve

3-1403

Flip For VIP!

Ct

Tall Shops
HIGH FASHION
oostoneo tor
Yorr men averse’
Sr Long watile

42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

An informal reception for alumni
attending tomorrow’s Founders’
Day ceremonies will be held in the
Natural Science area, according to
Dr. H. Robert Patterson, professor
of bacteriology.
No formal displays or programs
have been scheduled, Dr. Patterson said.

a’ontlnuesi tram Page I)
Ailnuitietcatiost ot Public Education."
COMMISSION MEMBER
The president was a member of
the Utah Textbook commission
and the Utah Course of Study
commission and has been a member of the National Council on
Education since 1940.
Dr. Wahlquist was a member
of the Utah Conference on Higher
&location, serving as president in
1946, and of the Utah Education
council.
SERVES CONFERENCE
Also he was a member of the
White House Conference on Rural Education in 1944 and the
National Conference on Education
of Veterans in 1946.
At present he is a member of
the National Education Association, of which he was director
from 1941 to 1948, the National
Society for the Study of Education. Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Delta
Kappa.

C&H Representative
Will Speak Tonight
For PR Fraternity
Marshall Virello, public relations
director of the C&H Sugar corp.,
will be the guest speaker of the
Pi Alpha Nu, professional public
relations fraternity, tonight in
rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
Virello will discuss the current
public relations problems of his
firm, which Ls currently in the second week of a strike. Because the
C&H company is based in Hawaii,
the program will have the air of a
luau, with appropriate refreshments and door prizes.
A former student at SJS and
Stanford university, Virello was
previously advertising manager of
the Palo Alto Times and advertising and public relations director of
the California Physicians Service
Blue Shield plan. He also served as
president of the San Francisco Ad
club in 1956-57.
The program is opened to the
public at no cost.

RENTALS

Five yowls; la.tlut. I ill in their
teens) and a young man of 25.
This is a description of the first
day enrollment of the California
State Normal school, the start of
state-supported teacher training in
California.

(
tt:itning ,’l
11,1
I forts and the beginnings of San
Jose State as a state-supported
institution started on Powell St. in
San Francisco in the basement of
the city’s first high school.
The new school was created by
assembly Rill NO. 448. passed on

11stJ .,1.1
Leland Stanford 11m.,

.
LACK OF EDIrc SI Iii’,
According to Dr.
bell, SJS professor of histors
his book of San Jose Stat.. !
titled "Pioneers for Doe
Years." the battle for stifle
sap.
port by early California eclat
-41w%
was to remedy the fact that
the
state’s 832 school teachers
aul,
in general, little more
than a
grammar school education.
The bill provided forth.
sehoors
i creation, the formation of a
beard
members remained at 5 per cent of trustees and an oierating bud,,.
when
it
was
et
of
until Jan. 1, 1962,
$3,000.
increased to 9.5 per cent.
California State Normal
School
was to replace Minns’ EVening
school, founded in 1357 by a
group
Exhibit
of San Francisco rtaiiicaittrs
provide trained terichfIN for that
city’s new school system

Common Market Causes
C anges in European Tariff
11) GAYLORD P. (3ODWIN
WASHINGTON (UPII --Tariff changes in countries making
up the European economic community the Common Market
are beginning to affect world
trade in meats and other products, according to the Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS).
This customs union is lowering its rates between individual
countries. At the same time
each member of the Common
Market is generally adjusting its
tariffs upward for nonmembers
of the customs unit in order to
arrive at the common external
rates.
FAS said that generally the
proposed common external duties on U.S. meat products shipped to the Common Market
countries, of West Germany,
France, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg are higher than the rates previously in
effect. Also, as there has been a
reduction in the internal tariffs
between member countries, U.S.
exporters are finding it increasingly difficult to maintain exports to the EEC.
For example, in 1958 West
Germany had an import duty of
5 per cent ad valorem on imports of frozen pork livers from
all countries. Beginning Jan. 1,
1959, West Germany reduced
this rate to 4.5 per cent for
Common Market countries.
At the same time the reductions were taking place, the rate
on German imports from the
United States and other non -

Spartaguide

Campfire Girls: majors in education, recreation, social science
Roger Williams co-op, 156 S. 10th
TODAY
and home economics.
Pistol team. meeting, 220 N. Sec- St., 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Santa Clara-county: adult probEl Circulo Castellano, meeting.
ond St., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
ation, library, welt ar e, public
H5, 7:30 p.m.
Extramural sports, badminton.
health, accounting, nursing, and
other county department positions. WG23, 4:30 p.m.

HIGH FIDELITY
3400 Stevens
Creek Road
CI

Informal Reception
For Alumni Today

College’s President Five Ladies, One Man Make Up Enrollment
Here for 10 Years At SJS’s Inception as State-Paid College

Historical
In Library Illustrate!
First Years of SJS
((’ontinued frorn Page 3)
lion of Normal school publications
such as the "Normal Index," 1887,
"Teacher and Student," 1896, the
"Normal Pennant." 1889, and a few
old photographs showing the class
of 11380 composed mostly of female
students, the school’s faculty in
1892, an informal group of earlyday Normal school students and a
portrait of the lovely May Queen
for 1907.
A case facing the entrance to
the reference department feature
a sampling of books published by
present faculty members of the
college, among others "William
F.:11ery Charming" by Dr. David P.
Edgel of the SJS English department; "The Structure of Scientific
Though" by Dr. Edward H. Madden
of the Philosophy department:
"Sunset Ceramics Book" by Dr.
Herbert H. Sanders of the art department, and "Educational Psychology" by Dr. James M. Sawrey
rind Dr. Charles W. Telford of the
Psychology department.

A.S.B. VICE PRESIDENT
FOR
EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP

RENT NI A\
1.1)lt

Fall Semester
Approved

Bak mas

PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

Flower
Shop

and up
a month

$140.00

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE

Corsages for
All Occasions
10th & Santa Clare

CY 2-0462

485 So. 9th

CY 7-8877

Women’s Recreation asan., softball, WG field, 4:15 p.m.; Orchesis,
WG10, 7 p.m.
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Silfi Rally comtrdttee, meeting.
Monts Dailey auditorium, 3:30

Come in and pick out 0

International Relations club,
speaker Sid Peterman on "Religious Method and International
Relations," cafeteria rooms A and
B, 3:30 p.m.

card and gift for the

arTthmeajrcisor’util
leigh reads
Inside (IPI
for sheriff

Summer rates,
bardocs
Newman club, business meeting.
51004125 per mo. See mgr. 436 S. 6th,
Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth St., 8
Apt. 3 or CY 4-0662 CY 7-9344.

nio4 vsonderful

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16. Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
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Sangha club, meeting and speaker. Dr. Jay McCullough, associate
professor of philosophy, will talk
on personal experiences with Buddhist monks who have fled from
Tibet into India. The film, "Inside Tibet," will be shown, North
Wing of the library, room 122, 1:10
Pan.
(’TA, speaker Ken Brown, executive secretary of student crA. will
discuss "CTA-SCTA Relationships," TH55, 7:30 p.m.

$94.50
Furnished studio apartments for 2. New TOMORROW
’umiture. carpeted, draped. range, oven
Women’s Recreation assn., rid& refrigerator, builtin vanity, large heat.
od swim pool. I mile from Si. State ing. WG patio, 3:30 p.m.; tennis,
Colleoe Cry bus toe and near shop. WG patio, 4:30 p.m.
:UNNY COURT APARTMENTS.
AICE-110:, meeting E103, 2:30
. From E Santa Clare turn
24th St. Drive sopan
r;le
FOR SALE
Court, turn left, proceed 100
Spartan Spears, lost and found
,-- -. 1243 Sunny C1. Mgr., Apt. I.
Raleigh like
Sr
basket. CY 7-2465. 752 So Rth
a t Pass your finals in an atmosphere of sale, Outer Quad, 8:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m.
1952 Studebaker hardtop, radio. hearer perve and quiet. Men’s rm. Kit. print
Roger Williams forum, meeting,
o drve leather uphols $125. CY 5-5794. $28 ’no 47 So. 8th, CY 3-2114, 5:30.7.
WANT’S
’59 AJS 250 cc single motorcycle. Good
.tond l,n $445. Call AN 4.3961.
Closed garage, Prefer close to SJSC
Cr 3.4355 aft. 5:30 p.m.
I/4" Pet suit, complete. new cond.. 3/16
RENT A
m . $40 CY 3.0979
28
TRANSPORTATION
Hi Fl monophonic preamplifier and snip- Riders to
LA. end beck this weekend I
e’
Cr’4 292,
311.A
VW--cheep! Leave Fri. C Y2,5034.
Special Student Rates
F
sr
-one’
1.4
camera.
,ens
Yashica
Leaving for LA. Thins. 15/3) POOP’ re)’ash. New. turn.
elecrr c eye Cate
St/ill take riders, share es
Sun.
Decc:r CY 9.5929.
penis. Ron. CY 3.2079.
IN Rambler 2 dr. sedan. 6 cyl.: overSIRVICIS
dr ve radio. heater. 8 000 miles on new
en3,re. Best offer over $850. Mike, 9:00 Typing
theses, manuscripts, report;
USE OUR "RENT
mr 5.30 AN 42484.
(Arca/. Reasonable. CY 3-0208.
TO OWN.’ PLAN
’$S Dodge Cone. RAH, power equip’
PERSONALS
Hen* $400 c best offer. Cliff Olson.
Superfluous heir removed permanently.
BR 8 1538,
Nantere P E. 210 So. to. CY 4.4499,
ISUIEINEEE NIECNINES
0,1s
bicycle. $25.
FOR SALE:
AND OT PICT
EQUIPMENT
HELP WANTED
CY 2.0610.
Third S, San Fernando
Opportunity fir mole students. Full, pert
1950 Chew. Convert. 5165. Phone RE 9. time 115.25 hrs.) direct soles. $200 per,
month guarantee. CY 7.4440.
1339 after 6 p
_

consular cot
The
cultural cot

For as Low as
$200.00 and up

VOTE BILL

ERDMAN

FROM 8 TO 91
By the end of the first term of
operation, the original six.member
student body had expanded to 11
teacher trainees who attended
classes in subjects they would instruct, aided in establi.shment of
an experimental "prarlim" school
and participated in daily physical
culture drills for "enjoyment."
Enrollment continued to climb
during the first year, hut averse
daily attendance was atsiut 25. The
habitual absences were due t,r
"gold fever," according to Ow
school’s first ptincipal, Ahir a
Holmes. Attendence was made
mandatory during the second year.
Second principal of the normal
school, George Minns founder of
the original Minns’ Evening school,
noted in 1865 that 262 students
had enrolled sitwo 0412, and that
48 had 1;:,1t1;.1...1.

lider tva
3 ro::::dn:r,

STORE HOURS

8:00 a.m.
to
5:00 p.m.
Monday
thru
Friday

e SPARTAN -

BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
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International Students Aid in Unveiling
Of New $13 Million World Community

’Ball’ Scheduled
For May 18
International Week will (.1.1111. to San Jose State May 14-18 with
5 round of activities including an international bazaar, symposium,
corsular corns reception and International Ball.
The five-day affair is being sponsored by the newly-formed Interaural council. Ethnic, cultural and language groups who belong
,,, the council will arrange the varied activities.
An international symposium on May 15 will be presented by the
International Relations club.
Phil :McWilliams and Lyn Spalding, co-chairmen of the discussion,
said films and a campus poll on the symposium subject will be held.
The sulticit has not yet been selected, they added.
Continuing the international theme, exhibits of arts and crafts
frorn representative foreign countries will be displayed on campus
under the direction of Arab Sahakian.
INTERNATIONAL DAY
May 18 has been designated as "International Day and an international bazaar will take place in the Outer Quad to celebrate the day.
"Fords and pastries from foreign countries will be sold during the
by." Linda Allan, co-chairman for International Day, explained. Working with her is Sharon Holly.
The bazaar booth decorated in the most authentic manner will
he ’wanted a trophy. Finalists in the international queen contest will
be intnsluced at the bazaar also.
Nominations for the international queen will be accepted until
Friday in the College Union
Connie Newlin, queen contest chairman, said, "Any club organization, (iir living group may sponsor a coed to reign over queen
activities."
"A coed does not have to be a foreign student to enter the contest.,"
Connie added.
From the list of nominations, five finalists will vie for the queen’s
pest The winner will be selected to reign cwer the International Ball.
INTERNATIONAL BALL
International Ball will climax the week-long activities May 18 at
the Hawaiian Gardens. The Ball will be presented by the SJS Intercultural Council and the International Student Center,
Francis Azimi, program coordinator for the week, said dress
for the ball will be semi-formal or international costume.
TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets, set at $2 a couple for SJS students and $10 a couple for
nonstuilents are being sold today at the cafeteria. The rest of the
seek, lads will be sold in the Student Affairs business office.
Beginning Monday, the French club, under the direction of president Margaret DeBenn will sell tickets at the cafeteria and the book
store.
Decorations for the gala ball are being arranged by the Spartan
Spears. sophomore girls’ honor society, and by Khonrow Gauderzi, who
a building the throne for the international queen.
A reception for the consular corps of San Francisco will precede
the International Ball in San Jose. Students from the various Intercultural Council member clubs will greet the officials, according to
Efraim Gugel, publicity chairman.

Man, Mountain Symbol
For Misner’s Campaign
Virhat’s the modern way to gain
the voter’s attention?
"Contemporary greeting cards,"
answers Goirlon E. Misner. associate professor of police and a candi1,ite for Santa Clara county sheriff.
The i.tti dose State associate
elaims the "first use of
iinterup.ii.ity cards to present a
eindidat/ to the voters."
"My Sift’. Leona, thought of the
basic idea," Professor Misner explained Friday. "I worked out the
tYmbolisin. Then he asked Mrs.
Karen Parsaqian, an SJS junior
art major, to design the card.
The result is a contemporary
rued showing a little man holding
Up a mountain. The caption underneath reads "I’m supporting .. ."
Inside appears the rest of the
kentenee ". . . Gordon K Misner
ler h.1
Santa Clara county."
he
professor has already
3.900 of the cards, and
1555111 I,plans to have another
111.100 ;,i,iited.
3.1
and I grew sick and
titre e! ,iaiing
uninteresting. un-

Manned Balloon
Heads Across U.S.
BRAWLF:Y. Calif. CUP:
A
three-story balloon carrying three
’ten lifted into the sky Monday
4’t on breaking endurance and distance records on a 3000-mile flight
to the East coast.
Within two hours after launching at Brawley airport the balloon,
named Kathleen, reached approximately 14,000 feet and was well
"’lied on its journey across the
United States.
Aboard the Kathleen were Kurt
Stehling, a scientist from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. and two Navy men, emir.
Hen Leavit t and Capt.
Gordon Ben Two records that
are targets for
’Ilt balloon are the 85-hour endur’nee record rind a distance mark
141900 ewes,

imaginative post cards saying ’vote
for Joe McGoo’," explained Professor Misner.
"The contemporary cards represent imagination and improvision
taking the place of money and or.
he added.
As for the political meaning in
the card’s symbolism, Professor
Misner explained: "The little man,
not a machine is overcoming the
mountain, which represents the
job that must be done and the
mountain of apathy that exists."

GMC To Sponsor
Two Scholarships

mer work and would like the opCRUZ thane for al portunity to do something interestmulti -million dollar world corn.’ ing to gain a richer picture of
munity known as the Court of the’ American life," Dr. Richards deSeven Seas, featuring an Intermer clared.
timid Village composed of shops
ENHANt’E STAY
representing count rd’s throughout
-The type of employment to be
the world, were unveiled here last
oftered by Internalional Village
Thursday with the. aid of 13 interwill give the students a more valunational students from San Jose
able. and more enjoyable experience
State and Dr. Marion Richards.
in AITIelleil," she- predicted.
SJS international student adviser. !
Plans tor the commercial-culThe building complex will be
located on 40 acres bordering the tural community were announced
Pacific ocean at Lighthouse Point. I here by the City of Santa Cruz,
Completion date is set for earl)/ and attended by William Wesley
Peters, chief architect, represent1965.
According to developer Peter J. ing the Associated Architects of
Pasetta of Saratoga, it is antici- the Frank Lloyd Wright foundapated that the $13 million Inter- I tion.
national Village will become one 1 The luxurious hotel and motor
of the country’s major tourist and hotel segment will represent the
1 first hotel eer built in America
convention attractions.
under the Frank Lloyd Wright inAFFORD 401S14
It will also serve as a key op- fluence.
portunity for the mole than 500
DRAWING CNVIELED
international students at SJS to
An artists’ drawing of the
work at part time jobs during the sprawling, cliff - side community,
school year and full time jobs dur- covering a full wall, was unveiled
ing the summer months, Dr. Rich- by Navaneethan and Maryleela
ards (leder ed.
Rao, both from India. NavaneeSpeaking before more than 100 than is a business major at SJS and
northern California press represen- Maryleela is a former SJS journaltatives and consular corps members ism student.
from San Francisco, Dr. Richards1
Joining the Rao sisters in weltold of the great need of employ- I
coming the press and consular
ment for college foreign students!
corps were 12 int ernatinnal stuwhich will be met by International
dents from SJS dressed in their
Village.
native costumes.
"Most of our 500 foreign stuThey included Maria Wida of
dents at SJS are looking for sumGermany, Nasser Sethi of Iran,
Ameer Tozy of Iraq, Efraim Gugel
of Israel, Euginia Long of Mexico,
Anneke Kock of the Netherlands,
Irene Clementi of the Philippines,
Jimmy Omagbemi of Nigeri a.
Francis and Chay Azimi of Iran,
Chon Rha of Korea and Mehmet
Egeli of Turkey.
By JOAN JAI Is

LIGHTHOUSE POINT is site of the "Court of
the Seven Seas" development proposed for
Santa Cruz. Architect’s drawing shows the plan
for the $13 million project. Developer is Peter
Pasefta of Saratoga. The resort will include a

pyramid -shaped hotel, a convention center,
motels and an international village of tourist
shops and stores. Tentative completion date is
1965.

Rocket Club Spartans Selected
Essay Contest To Help Students
$200 Prize
The Dr. Robert H. Goddard Historical Essay Competition Ls underway nationally and is sponsored by
the National Rocket Club.
A $200 prize and trophy are offered for the best entry under
5000 words which discusses the historical development of rocketry
and astronautics.
Members of the National Rocket
Club’s committee for the history of
rocketry and astronautics will act
as judges for the competition. They
are: Dr. Eugene M. Emme of
NASA, Frederick C. Durant In, of
Bell aerosystems, Dr. Paul E. Garber, curet or National Air and
Space Museum, Dr. Murray Green,
office of the Secretary of the Air
Force; Dr. Melvin Dranzber, executive secretary of the society for
the history of technology; Marvin
W. McFarland, chief, Aeronautics
division, Library of Congress, and
Dr. Charles S. Sheldon, National
Aeronautics and Space council.
Papers must be typewritten, legible, double-spaced, on 81,,,Z by 11
paper and must be submitted in
duplicate, each copy complete in
itself. Deadline for the contest is
November 1, 1962. Winners will be
announced March 15, 1963.
All entries must be mailed to the
"Goddard Historical Essay Competition," National Roc ket Club,
Suite 32, 1745 K Street. NW.,
Washington 6, D.C.

Two General Motors spiin.sored
scholarships totaling up to 5300
are available to students of the
inter-divisional program in industrial des i g n, according to Dr.
Wayne Champion, professor of industrial arts.
A grant up to $2000 will be
awarded to a student for graduate
research. On the undergraduate
level a $1000 grant is offered.
The Reverend Sid Peterman,
Further information is available
through Dr. Champion, IA101. Ap- minister at the San Jose Unitarian
church on N. Third St., will speak
plication deadline is May 17.
today on "Religious Method and
New Airlines’ Policy International Relations." The talk
in rooms A and B of the Spartan
Penalizes Careless
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. will
cafeteria
naWASHINGTON i1.71’11- The
tion’s major airlines instituted a Ix’ sponsored by the SJS Internapolicy yesterday that will penalize , tional Relations club.
The Rev. Dr. Peterman states,
carelessness of both the passenger
"Most people think the problem
and the airline.
An airline passenger can now of human interaction as one of
communication. This is an overexpect to:
Pay a penalty of $5 to $40, simplification of the issue, illustratdepending on the price of his tick- ing a lack of understanding."
Expanding on his concept of valet, if he makes a reservation but
ues, the Rev. Dr. Peterman added,
fails to use or cancel it.
Collect a penalty of $5 to $40 "In the name of values, men will
from an airline that has confirmed kill, maim and destroy. Values are
his space and then denies boarding to be a signpost, but we use them
because it has oversold the flight. as highways. The only hope for
The plan will last for six months. communication is the application
After this trial period, the air- of the religious method -a gaining
lines will decide whether it ’should of yourself by a giving up of your
values."
be continued.

Unitarian Minister
Will Speak Today

Student orientation leaders for
the fall semester have been selected according to Sue Curia, orientation committee chairman.
SJSers who will assist new students during orientation week are:
Bob Agnew, Avon Amestoy, Elaine
Armstrong, Phil Baker, John Belchel, Karen Betz, Don Bevilacotra,
Sandy Buerman, Pat Butler and
Ed Button.
Other leaders are Louise Camozzi, Elizabeth Carr, Don Carroll,
Karen Cauhape, Dennis Chambers,
Ray Chew, Carol Coffin, Al Conetto, Anna Cornwell, Bonnie Crocket and Roger Cumming.
Arlene D’Arcy, Anne Davis, NanCV
_. DMI z1 a s, Joan Duclak, Bill Erd-

Floating Hotel
Ready at Fair
A triple treat awaits student
groups visiting the Seattle World’s
Fair this summer.
Good accommodations at moderate prices have been made available for students on a "floating
hotel" in Seattle’s harbor.
An ocean liner, the Dominion
Monarch, has been permanently
anchored at a Seattle pier and will
operate as a hotel during the fair.
Multiple dormitory quarters for
82 women are available on the liner’s C deck.
Dormitory quarters for 205 men
are ready on the liner’s D deck.
Rooms will accommodate from
2-6 persons.
Pleasure resort facilities will be
available to students staying on
the Dominion Monarch.
In addition to a coffee shop, dining room and lounges, students will
be able to enjoy the added luxuries
of a cruise ship, including promenades, deck games, swimming
pools ;ind sunning terraecs.

American Welding
Gives Scholarship
A $100 scholarship has been
awarded to James Bennett, junior
metallurgical engineering major, by
the Santa Clara Valley section of
the American Welding society.
The award was presented to Bennett by Mr. George Rossman, chairman of student affairs committee
of the welding society.
The scholarship is for the spring
semester, and Is presented annually
by the organization.
Bennett is a transfer from Oakland city college and is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Bennett, 5928
Colton Ned., Oakland,

’Sticky Plot’
Ends Lunches
On Wall

IMPORT SHOPS
SOK Di
1 Commercially, the Village will
Sloppy eating hati.- Atter ,
i consist of 60 to 100 or more shops
man, Penny Franchi, Les Francis, disregard for the property of others I transported from foreign countries,
Gloria Gurske, Cliff Gutterman, have brought about a sticky situ- ,l and dealing exclusively in fine imKaren Hall, Sonja Halvorsen, Judy ation for students who liked to, ports from the free nations of the
Harris, Mike Harris, Sharon Hat- park themselves on the low wall
lett, and Lane Hecker were also at. 235 E. San Fernando rat, for won"’
"Culturally, however," Dr. Richeating and ogling.
selected.
ards said, "International Village
The situation came about when
will provide a means by which pen.
Suzi Hill, Sharon Holly, Mike
L. E. Paul, an 83-year -old
pies may become better acquainted
Hooper, Bill Houlihan, Bill Jacobwidow and her son, a partial inand understood by the exchange of
sen, Lynda Jensen, Carolyn Jewett,
valid, were tired of cleaning up
knowledge on their modes of living.
Val Johnson, Reed Jones, Linda
four or five times a day after the
their arts and crafts, their tradiJones, Margaret Kelly, Angie
eaters. Besides the litter, students ,
dons and historical backgrounds."
Kiichli, Judy Kropke, and Kathy
who couldn’t confine their lunch I The nine-acre Court Plaza will
Lane.
time activities to the wall, were
Ernie Lechandro, Linda Lindsey, taking their toll on the grass near-, be used for outdoor displays, pagcants and special celebrations. Art
Jules Lowenthal, Kathy Lynes, est the wall.
exhibits, musical and concert proBruce Macpherson, Katie Maples,
As a defensive measure, the
John McDonald, Pete McGrath, PauLs have lined the wall with a grams, an international library and
Nancy McGrorey, Mike M oor e, thin strand of maple syrup to pre-1I aquarium will be included also.
Joke Morrell, Sharon Moy, Rita , vent the students from continuim;
Murphy, Sue Oliver and Joan Orn- the flagrant abuse of property.
,aun.
Mr. Paul explained that they
Chuck Osier, Tom Parker, Penny have never minded the students
Patch, Doug Pavese, Sharon Reed, sitting on the wall, but the cleanJoanne Risdon, Sue Rust, Anita ing up has just become too much
Segador, Bonnie Shaffer, Ron Shel- for either his mother or himselt
don, Allen Shores, Crooke Shradel.
As an example of what they has,.
Starr Simpson, Ed Spoo, Sue put up with in the past. Mr. Pair
Stacks, and Pam Stoddard.
told of one lunch muncher, no
is Ii,’ ileadime tor stuLinnie Stone, Colleen Sullivan, longer with us, who used to park dents to apply for scholarships givCarole Wagner, Lance Walden, right on the front steps and leave en by the West Coast Nature
Keith Waldie, Carole Walker, Dana the litter where it fell. When asked school, according to Dr. Arnold ApWylie, John Worthington, Julie to please confine himself to the plegarth, professor of zoology.
Wilson, Bob Weers and Ann War- wall and remove the litter when
The scholarships will cover the
finished, Mr. Paul explained that $16 tuition fee for
ren,
the school’s
the student became quite vocifer- three summer field trips.
ous and abusive to the property
Students winning scholarships
owners.
may select any of the three field
Evidently it’s time that students
trips they wish to attend.
who use these handy "facilities"
Applications may be obtained at
stop abusing the privilege lest more the biology
store room on the sechome owners take action and the ond floor of
the old science wing.
"sidewalk cafes" will be no more.
Students may turn in applications at the same place.
Grants totaling 543,680 have bei
The three field trips planned
awarded to San Jose State Collev,
are Mammoth Lake, June 17-22;
by the National Science Foundiii
Yosemite Park, June 24-29: Asilotion for the financing of four in
mar, July 1-6.
service institutes for teachers t.
General registration for the
be conducted during the 1962-63
Mammoth Lake trip will be Monacademic year.
May 18 has been set as the night day. May 7, at 8 a.m, in the lobby
The institutes will accomodate a of the Spartan Sabres sponsored
of the new science wing.
total of 180 elementary and secon- Military Ball. Moffett Field’s offiStudents may register for the
dary teachers from the college ser- cer’s club will be turned over to
Yosemite and Asilomar trips at any
vice area.
nearly 600 cadets and their dates. time.
The largest institute, accomodat"The Navy has furnished everyThe West Coast Nature school
big 75 teachers, wW be in second- thing
orchestra, waiters, cooks Is an outdoor field program spanary school mathematics headed by and dance floor," commented Cap- sorest by SJS. Students attending
Dr. Max Krruner, asaociat.e profes- tain Paul E. Lasker, assistant pro- the sessions may earn one unit
of
sor of mathematics. This will he a fessor of military science.
credit in the natural science area.
six-unit institute with six instrucGuests of honor include Presitors.
dent and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist,
Dr. Laurence E. Wilson. assistant Dr. and Mrs. C. Grant Burton, Dr.
professor of chemistry, has been and Mrs. Burton R. Brazil, Lt. Col
Dr. Glenn G. Morgan, assistant
selected to head an institute in and Mrs. Emery Cook Lt. Col Ed- professor of political science at San
chemistry for secondary school sci- win T. Rios, Major and Mrs. Rus- Jose State, recently attended the
ence teachers.
sell Johnson, Captain and Mrs. I Far West Slavic conference at SeEarth and biological sciences will Stanley J. Lobodinski, and Captain attle. Wash.
be studied In a third secondary and Mrs. Paul E. Lasker.
He was invited to give a paper
school Institute under the direction
Students responsible for the on administrative law in the Soviet
of Dr. Robert E. Arnel, associate planning of the hall are: William Union. Dr. Morgan instructs classes
professor of geology.
R. Brown, chairman: Richard H . in political science 141, the govAn institute in elementary sehool Earle, bid sales; Edward L. Essick ernment and polities of the Soviet
mathematics accomodating 30 ballroom; Gabriel Vega, William Union.
teachers will he offered under the Dias publicity; John T. Spafford
Dr. Morgan has had a book on
direction of Dr. W. H. Myers, pro- William T. Herrera and Ernest .1 this subject accepted for publicafessor of mathematics.
Pappas, program.
tion.

Deadline Set Today
For Nature School
Summer Grants

NSF Gives Funds
Financing ’62-’63
Teacher Institutes

Moffet NAS Club
Military Ball Site

Dr. Morgan at Confab
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United States.
ity to serve the best interests of Professor Kay’s philosophy, and he
Is this type of "opposttion" the the total student body.
fortunately has such a right of
opposite?
I feel, therefore. that I am obli- criticism in a free democratic soEditor:
With the establishment of the gated, not only because of my con- ciety. But I feel that he reflects an
As a members of Sparta party Anti-Communist crusade by Dr. cern for student government, but attitude of students, professors, and
and a friend of Tom Parker. I Fred Schwarz, these extremists also for the benefit of my fellow administrators alike which is prevwas shocked at his letter Friday had another tool- through which students, to indicate the person alent at San Jose State College.
resigning as a member and chair- to manufacture their new "patri- who, in my opinion, can most ef- Too many of us do not even atman of Sparta party. The mem- otic" John Q. American.
fectively carry out these respon- tempt to discover the alternative
bers of Sparta party and I accept
This crusade supposedly sibilities for the betterment of all to our own views, and are quick
his resignation. I am personally "stresses" religious opposition to comet ned. He has proved his abil- to condemn others who hold views
sorry to see Tom leave the organ- communism. Recently, Commu- ities in the past through his parti- which are in opposition to our own.
ization in this fashion. Instead, he nists have ceased their attacks on cipation in class government. and Because Professor Kay subscribes
chose the easy way out by blam- religion and have used it as a In the legislative and executive to a philosophy which opposes that
ing someone else for his own reservoir which can be tapped functioning of our government; this of the great majority, because he
shortcomings.
when needed.
very capable individual is Steve has the fortitude to be different and
I feel that it is high time people
An example of this is the Stock- Larson. I wish to urge all students criticize, Mr. Miller condemns him
start giving positive, constructive holm Peace Appeal of 1950 which to give very careful consideration I even though unaware of much that
praise where deserved. How many was initiated by the Communists. to Steve Larson as our vice-presi- Pi ofessor Kay said. If it goves Mr.
know of the sacrifice in time and Dramatic success was evident in dent of ASB for the coming year. Miller any satisfaction, he should
effort given by our ASB officials, getting religious individuals and
I feel he far surpasses his op- knew that Professor Kay is leaving
that the present ASH president groups to join the Appeal and cir- ponents in experience, ability and San Jose State College. Soon every
puts in a average of 8 hours a culate petitions.
enthusiasm, and I am confident he professor who dares to be different
day, 7 days a week in behalf of
Again, I ask, is this the op- will serve the student body and and criticize openly will be gone.
the students? This effort certainly posite?
our government in the most effec- Many will rejoice, but San Jose
deserves something better than a I Is it not highly possible that tive and efficient manner possible. , State College should mourn. Withone-man smear.
out alternate viewpoints, education
11,hert MeCienahnn
these super-patriots are the real
becomes indoctrination, and is
As to Parker’s accusations, I Communist dupes and not those
ASB President (1960-61)
meaningless.
A 9559
suggest he do a little research "misguided" liberals?
John D. McCarthy
Tom Parker
and not rely on hearsay and perA7710
ASS 11737
sonal innuendo. The candidates he
Concluded
Letter
mentioned were not hand picked.
On Revolutions
but were chosen by competitive
Larson Supported
Member
(Concluded from Yesterday)
examination. The criteria used Council
Editor:
For ASB Office
was a written test (40 per cent Prefers Larson
Now violence has accompanied Editor:
multiple choice. 60 per cent Editor:
During the past year, I have
As a sophomore representative some of these "revolutions" but
essay), drawn from the ASB constitution. The highest scorers on to the Student Council during the revolutions can occur without vio- served as a freshman representthe tests were offered the oppor- past year. I have attempted to lence. In fact, in the modern state, ative on the Student Council. This
tunity to run under the Sparta serve the students to the best of it is difficult to imagine a suc- has enabled me to compare, observe
party banner.
my ability. I also have become cessful revolution being carried out and work with both Councilmen
Much that has ben accomplished aware of the tremendous respon- by a group practicing violence. If Steve Larson and Bill Erdman, who
for the welfare of San Jose State sibilities which must be shouldered the Indian and African leaders presently are opposing each othor
College and the students in par- by the ASS vice president, who have chosen to lead their people for ASB vice president. I feci it
ticular, in the past year, is due to serves as chairman of the Student out of bondage through the use of is my responsibility to the students
the hard-driving initiative and Council. Therefore. I feel that, in violence, they might still be sub- to state precisely whom I support
leadership given by Brent Davis. all fairness to the three candi- ject people. If the southern Ne- for this position, since the new vice
Those working in student govern- dates now running for ASB vice gro used violence against the president will serve as chairman of
ment are doing their best; we president, I would like to urge The whites, this would merely stiffen the Student Council.
elected them, so let’s support students to vote for Steve Larson the will to resist of the southern
It is my considered opinion that
for ASB vice president.
them.
white and make change more dif- Steve Larson would, by far, be
Anne Davis
John Gundershaug
the best choice of the voters for
ficult.
A8062
A7281
Professor Kay’s whole point was ASB vice president.
Sophomore Representative
Toni C. Fink
that violence is not an effective
to Student Council
AASSA 5247
way of bringing about a sane soAre Super-Patriots
Freshman Representative to
ciety. If a better world is to be
The Real Dupes?
Student Council
realized, it must be by non-violent
Ex-ASB President
Editor:
methods, by a refusal to cooperate
In recent years. a group in our State Preference
with false leaders. Any attempt C IS
society has put forth an hypoth- Editor:
to bring about change by violent
esis as to how communism can be
As a student vitally interested means is not only ineffective; it
ectively opposed. This group I in San Jose State student govern- lids results in the acceptance of
effectively
that the only real oposi; ment, I am very much concerned violence as a way of life. thus
tion to anything is its exact op- with the forthcoming ASB elee- poisoning the atmosphere for the
posite.
tions. Since the adoption of the emerging order.
I contend that this hypothesis inew ASH constitution in 1960,
The desperate need of our time
Internship appointments
for
is invalid by contrasting it to the. many student government positions is a revolution in our thinking.
old saying that "opposites at- have undergone significant changes Clearly our values (on national women majoring in dietetics or intract."
in relationship to their importance states, the feasibility of war, etc.) strtutional management were anThese "flag - w a v e rs" have to the efficient and effective func- I have failed to adjust to a world nounced last week by Dr. Marion
launched a major campaign to in- tinning of our government,
which has given birth to H-bombs C. Pfund, head of the Home Ecodoctrinate the military to their 1 The most notable of these has and inter-continental ballistic mis- nomics department.
brand of patriotism. This is evi-: been the office of ASB vice Presi- i! sites. Hopefully, Mr. Edwards will
Assigned to one-year internships
dent through the recent contro- ! dent. Not only does the vice Presi-; undergo a revolution in his think- in the Bay Area were three senior
versy over Gen. Edwin Walker. dent sit as the chairman of our,I i rig during his liege years. If coeds, Arlene Donne at Mills colwho attempted to force his propa- student council, but he also must ’ he and others like him do not, lege, Oakland, Dana Ford at the
University of California Medical
ganda onto the troops under his act as mediator between the legis- the future of mankind is
bleak
Center, San Francisco, and Joyce
command. Antics such as these I lative. executive and judicial bodies, indeed.
Kaida at Highland-Alameda hospihave brought the armed forces to and serve as spokesman for curBud R. Hutchintwsn
tals in Oakland.
a point of near mutiny.
I rent student opinion in the council.
Aseit. Professor fit Economies
Ofelia Colmenar, also a senior,
One of the major goals of com- i These facts have presented some
will travel to St. Lukes hospital,
munism is to devise means of in- i very definite problems in the past
Student
Defends
New York, N.Y., for her work.
filtrating, propagandizing and in relationship to the coordination
Students are required to take an
agitating the military of the of student govermnent and its abil- Professor Kay
internship following completion of
Editor:
I refer to R. J. Miller’s letter of required course in the major of dieApril 25, in which he demonstrates tetics or institutional management
that he does not understand much or have three years experience unof what Professor Kay said in his der trained dietitians, for memberlecture on Pacificism. I do not ship in the American Dietetic assn.
mean to imply that Mr. Miller according to Dr. Clara Darby, prowould agree with Professor Kay’s fessor of home economics.
philosophy if he did understand it,
but I feel that by criticizing Pro- Healthful Hint
fessor Kay from a Spartan Daily
NEW YORK (UPI)
Active
account of his speech, Mr. Miller cold germs can travel as far as
manifests a lack of any kind of six feet, thrive for hours and
serious scholarship. I recommend gpread at lightning speed.
that he attend such lectures in the
One way to protect yourself
future, before he attempts his from the pesky viruses, health
strange sort of logical analysis.
educators say, is to wash your
Mr. Miller is very critical of , hands with soap before eating or
- handling food. Also: never borrow
sr lend towels or other toilet arFlip for VIP!
ticles and don’t share drinking
glasses or other utensils.

Sparta Member
Accepts Resignation

H ome Ec Dept.
Announces Four
Women Internees

ROGER MARIS says:

and costs the least
of any U.S. car
How about that Rambler American? Among all the
compacts, it has the most solidity, the most comfort,
the most maneuverability, the most safety, the most
rustproofing, the most features, the most economy
wins, the most years of high resale valueyet it’s
the lowest priced of any car built in the U. S.! Seems
the least you could do is visit your Rambler dealer
for a look at the most car for your money,

r 4"

Rambler

American Motors Means More for Americans

FOR A REALLY DIFFERENT
AFTER-SNAVE SENSATION-ray williarns Ice Blue

AQUA VE WA!
It cools without stinging!
Has a briskimanly scent!

TO5&4,3
abxrCap.
AQUA 0IELVA,
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1
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IT’S THE AFTER-SHAVE LOTION THAT’S
BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN!
Ire Ship An1 N.’t
Ii1 npfs,n,
faitineriin, a wonderful skin conditioner Keeps

skin from drying out. There’s a wonderful feeling
of fitness when you splash on AQUA VEI VA after
a shave or shower. Get Williams Ice Slue AQUA
VILVA in the handsome decanter bottle

MEN! GE t A :
SNAVE THAT’S
"RAZOIROLADE CLOSE"
W17346By
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Peronism Makes Comeback;
Argentinian Crisis Imminent
By PHIL SFAVS0511
FM Foreign News Analyst
For a month Argentina has
drifted dangerously in crisis,
caught in the cross-currents between resurgent Peronism and military leaders bitterly opposed to
anything resembling a return to
the policies of the ex-dictator.
In the midst of this has been
President Jose Maria Guido, placed
in office by the military after the
fall of President Arturo Frondizi.
The past weekend Guido was
forming his second cabinet in four
weeks.
LACK OF PLAN
Multiplying Guido’s difficulties
was an apparent lack of plan by
the men who put him in office and
who also suffered a lack of unity
among themselves.
In contrast were the Peronistas,
who at least knew what they
wanted.
They demanded an end to the
austerity which had begun to restore international confidence in

the Argentine peso and a return
to nationalism which would be felt
by foreign investors.
From his comfortable Spanish
exile in Madrid, Juan D. Peron was
pulling tthe party strings and seeing what might prove to be his best
chance for a return to power.
Not asked but giving their enthusiastically received support were
the Argentine Communists.
For those who still held hope
for Argentina, President Guido
himself provided a slight, encouraging ray.
He had shown unexpected
strength in dealing with the various military factions. For economic minister in his second cabinet
he had selected Alvaro Carlos Alsogaray,
Alsogaray, who has been described as looking like a small-town
banker or school principal, directed
Argentina’s austerity and stabilization program for nearly two years
under Frondizi,
P was Alsogaray who late in

Glee Clubs To Sing
Local Arrangements
Arrangements of "Auturn n
Leaves" and "Over the Rainbow"
written by an SJS graduate and a
student will be presented tonight
during the Men’s and Women’s
Glee clubs’ annual spring concert
in Concert Hall at 8.15.
Director of the glee clubs is Dr.
Gus C. Lease, associate professor
of music.
Alumni student -director Bob
Russell, currently music director
at Andrew Hill high school, will
direct the Men’s Glee club and an
octet of girls for his arrangement
of "Autumn Leaves." Robert Cunningham will be soloist.
Jack Lindsay, student director
and graduate, will lead the combined glee clubs for its performance of his arrangement of "Over
the Rainbow."
The men’s group will sing "They
Call the Wind Maria," "Viva
Tutti," "The Ranger’s Song" and
selections from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s "Oklahoma." Soloists

Jest Berlin
Demonstrates
For May Day
By JOSEPH B. FI.I.NtING
BERLIN (UPI- -A nuilion Berliners massed today in rival May
day rallies on opposite sides of the
"wall of shame" that divides the
city. There were no clashes in this
quietest May Day on record here.
An estimated 750,000 West Berliners held the hugest anti -Red
demonstration in their postwar
history in the square in front .1
the old Reichstag building and
only 150 yards from the OPM.M1Anist wall under the slogan that
"Freedom Knows No Wall." There
was no parade in the West.
But in East Berlin. the Communists paraded their military
might in violation of four-power
agreements and declared once more
that West Berlin "must and will
become a demilitarized, free city
on the basis of a German peace
treaty."
The half-hour Red military parade, followed by hours of marching by Communist organizations,
was climaxed with the appearance
of about 20 two-stage Soviet -supplied antiaircraft rockets, which
were described as "the same type
that shot down U2 pilot Gary Powers."
In West, Berlin, 750,000 Germans
cheered as Gen. Lucius ID. Clay
reiterated that the United States
would stand by its pledge to defend the city and Mayor Willy
Brandt said:
"No one will induce us to ire,
rise or guarantee the Berlin wall
The West Berlin rally was
larger than the one staged in
Communist zone. reportedly
tended by 250,000
.
-

Get Your Head Out
of the Sand!
Many people don’t know the
difference between Socialism
and Communism. Do you? If
you want to fine Cu) visit the
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY
Study CI,"

Gement’ Nell, 211 N. 1st St
Eve.v Thur,

E.* 8.00 to 10.00 r

will be Bill Put-kiss and John
Worthington.
Presentations by the Women’s
Glee club include Murray’s arrangement of "I Wish I Wuz"
with solos by Dennis Andrew’s and
Norma Brock. An octet of girls
will sing solo parts in selections
from "Kismet."
Student director Norma Brock
will lead the women for performances of atopper’s "Men" and
Hunter’s arrangement of "Wunderbar."
The men’s Varsity Quartet vvill
sing the traditional arrangement
of "Coney Island Baby."
"Hail! Spartans, Hail" and "The
Awakening" by the combined glee
clubs will open the concert. The
combined groups will also close
the program with selections from
Lerner and Lowe’s "Gigi," "Hayride," "Love is Here to Stay,"
"Pick a Latin Rhythm" and "Love
is a Many Splendored Thing."
A women’s quartet will sing
"Imagination" and the Negro spiritual "Zekiel Saw the Wheel."
Members of the quartet are lone
Cheesebrough, Diane Flores. Loraine Crider and Susan Howard.
Accompanist for both groups
will be Jennifer Jones.
The 150-member combined glee
clubs perform for several local
orginizations and have been invited to sing at the Santa Rosa
junior college lecture series for
1962-63. The groups, which were
reorganized in the fall of 1959,
will sing at Fort Ord May 26.
Tonight’s concert is open to the
public without charge.

1959 arranged nearly $300 !num
In loans and credits to help
stab,
lize the Argentine economy,
The peso steadied on the
national monetary exchange. inter.
eign investments and private
.
terprise were enCoUraged.
As part of his vision of
Argentina" of economic plenty,
Ai.
sogaray sought to build a
prosper.
ous middle class as a buls,.
against Communism.
LOST POST
A year ago. Alsoinulty lost
post in the Frondizi cabinet.
In the ensuing months four
onomic ministers came and
e,r.
A poor wheat crop led to a
dna,
tic cut in exports and in 1961
the
country’s trade deficit amounted
to $450 million, double that
of the
year before.
The cost of living mounted by
18 per cent.
The announcement of Alsoga
ray’s return to government led
to
an immediate strengthening of
the peso In international exchange
rates.
But the way ahead will be rough
and possible of short duration.
Labor leaders received news of
his appointment unent husiastically
He still must face the problems of
the enormous deficits Tilled up annually by government - operated
services such as the railroads.
And among the Argentine people
there is no sure sign of a deters.
inat.ion to carry out the sacrifices
Alsogaray will demand.

Dormitory Named
For Famous Lady

I4s slIABON 1)171’
The 200 women students who
live in Hoover hall know that it
was named for a nationally knosot
graduate of the San Jose State
Normal School- Mrs. Herbert
Hoover.
Once first lac s. of the United
States, Mrs. HOMIT became an
alumna of the Normal School in
1893, when her name was Lou
Henry. She attended Stanford
after leaving San Jose, and in
1898 she received her B.A. deer.,
at Stanford.
For a short time. Miss Hen:::
taught school in Monterey. On
Feb. 10, 1899. Sill married Het,
bert Hoover. Everdrially to become
president of the United State
Hoover at that time was a sr,
at Stanford.
Following her marrid:
Hoover went to China ii ’Ii
husband and was there doting
Boxer Rebellion.
Her activities during World sv
I. working for the mief of O.
glum, anti later ss-ift ’I,
and Camp Fire
as a capable
worker.
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OAS Terrorists Wound Dock Men;
Breaks Two-Day Calm in Port City
band of secret Army Organization
terrorists in Bone yesterday fired
three rifle grenades into a group
of Moslem dock workers, wounding 21 of them as they stood
around a labor center that was
closed for May Day.
The attack followed a bomb
blast and an exchange of shots
which broke an otherwise two-day
period of calm in the port city.

horg
the yean’s lertswism trilthrm.
out Algeria to .1075 ilead and
wounded.
As the toll mounted, p,:.
struck hack at the ()AS. Polo -

were reported to hal" eapturf.1
the new leader id- the outlawel
organization’s local chinmandos in
Oran. Informed S0111’,I’S
him only as "Captain Jean."

CAN’T STOP Hltel,
AUNT SONYA, HE
KNOWS HE’S HEADGD
FOR UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

In
pe

ne,

WHEN sfr),l’RE HUNS’Irf AS A HORSE- HEAD FOP

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

1415 SOUTH MARKET ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1680 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
Amommimminuommusamolorn"..11’
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Librarian
instrumental
First
In SJS Restoration, Growth

larettnesday. May 2. 1962
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C. H. Allen Described
As Thin, Scholarly Man

Ity .111,1. N’ECH8LER
one year after the fire of 1880 that damaged many ol the buildBy IRON LEINIO
an old man of 15. he was asked
, salt Jose State Normal School, the college hired its first
The picture of his face with its to finish out a school tenn festallibrarian.
;lightly hollowed cheeks and ing for a former Instructor, aorl
Ruth Royce, after whom Royce Hall was named, was one of the
1An’gas the beginning of his
-alley:hat worried visage would t1.11,sei,i
h,
rebuild
the
helped
school
and
that
-s
enable
it
to
become
the
pioncei
career,
i’ad an imaginative person to
now know- with a student laxly of almost 17,000.
state college we
think that Charles
Allen must
lie taught ism ere’ years in New
Miss Royce, a member of the class of 1877, catalogued more
have been a thin and scholarly N’ork ,iriti spent some time in his
- -5000 volumes in only the first
man.
nine years of her total of lt7 on
h,strti’ Slate Of Pennsylvania,
Allen. after whom one of the vt here he began to train teachers.
LUCY \Nashburn
men’s dorms is named, was indeed
True to the class motto of her
Forced to quit because of poor
scholarly. and because of his dedigraduating class, "Through Tribhealth, he turned to surveying for
cation
to
hard
work
in
spite
of
ill
ulation to the Stars," Miss Royce
a feel years. Then lie became
health, he probably was thin.
not only helped restore the partialprincipal of a iumnal school in
Jose
State
of
San
principal
A
By BARIS.111 MITCHELL
ly damaged library, but was inW’estchester. Pa. During the ena
normal
school,
17
and
%%hen
still
18.
1876,
it
was
October
On
strumental in its tremendous
suing successful years, among
vie retired in 1889 after 17 years
Dicy M. Washburn demonstrated growth nom an original 2000 volother teaching ventures, he travelof
work
here.
arithmetic
for
the
in
exercise
as
umes.
ed. lectured and conducted edupurpose of presenting new develThat year the class of ’84 desk- cational institutes throughout the
Miss Royce, sister of the well
methods
teaching
and
in
ated
and!
to
Allen
stone
a large
opments
state.
known American philosopher, hisHenry B. Norton. It lies on the
discussing public school questions torian, and Harvard professor,
JoLater Allen was appointed head
County
TeachClara
Santa
Hall
grass between the Tower
for the
siah Royce, was the personal friend
corridor and the old science wing. ! of the Normal department at the
er’s institute.
and private secretary of Charles
"Pioneer teacher of the San Herman
Part of the plaque on the stone , University of Wisconsin. Allen’s
Allen. the first mincipal
i’cads that these men "were work at Wisconsin was interrupted
Jose State Normal School for 33 of San Jose Normal.
rears 41873-1900, 1914-19201, and
blessed by their words. their Icy failing health once again. He
Immediately after graduation in
work, and their vision of the fu- tough’ back, and some months
recognized leader in early Cali1877, Miss Royce taught in the
later, he was Itlatie presidem of
ture of California."
fornia education. In addition to
preparatory class of Normal School.
Platteville.
teaching mathematics, natural sciThere is a portrait picture of the Normal school in
Santa Cruz county. During her
ence, and history, she was a strong
Allen in Dr. Benjamin F’. Gilbert’s Wis.
years at San Jose Normal she
force in helping to build the colhistory of the college, "Pioneers
FORCED TO RETIRE
lege during its formative years." served as librarian, and as a subfor One Hundred Years." The picHis
first year here he was a
stitute
teacher.
This is inscribed on a plaque in the
ture suggests a kind man, gentle ’professor. In the next sixteen he
Comments Dr. Benjamin Gilbert.
women’s residence hall named in
and concerned. His gray hair and was principal. During his spare
the faculty historian who has commemory of Lucy M. Washburn.
heard and contrastingly youthful moments he played a key role in
Miss Washburn was appointed piled a history of the first 100 years
"WE WANT YOU""Yes you, Hugo C. Winproject indicated student voters desired a
face belie his age.
the opening of normal schools in
assistant to Charles H. Allen, prin- of the college. "Miss Royce’s mark
terfield, because you’re a lowly common man."
"common man" for president "BMOC," the
Los Angeles and Chico.
ADVISED TO GIVE UP
cipal of San Jose State Normal upon this school is ineffaceable."
Carl Finwall (pointing) names Jim Giussi (on
1962 Revelries production takes a warmly huWhen Allen was young. he was I In 1889. when he was 61. Allen’s
glasoi, in March 26, 1873, and
Dr. Gilbert’s history states that
floor) as the independents candidate for student
morous look at college politics on May I I- 12.
advised to give up his ambitions I resignation was regretfully acalso conducted the Washburn prep- she is remembered for her "quiet
body president after a motivational research
for a higher education because of e..pted. He was forced to retire
aratory school in San Jose with efficiency, tireless labors and inhealth.
nervous condition. Howevei. as Why" That’s right
her brother Arthur.
timate knowlediee of all the book,
Born in New York, on April 23, and their location and content."
IBIS, she was educated in New
Miss Royce retired from the colyare public schools. Her college lege in 1918 to become a private
years were spent at Fredonia nor- secretary to Dean Gresham in Sim
loth
mal school. Vassar college, and Francisco. She was replaced as liCornell university.
BOMA\ TOPOLSNI
brarian by Helen Evans.
After college, she taught one
I Andrew J. al., eler t1827 1 as
(Author of "Rally Bound The Flog, Hoy,’
ake on, -common man. col- I he I
el*Sy 14 independent and , was California State superintendyear in Westfield academy, Ness
Many tort, of !MN,. Gilli.s", etc.,
lege
Greeks,
Gieek
politically-minded
ininterests
which
poll
up
anI
academic
year
in
the
one
York,
ent of public instruction from
dependents and an election for stu- nually during student body election 1856-1862.
partment of Fredonia norm
dent
body
president,
and
you
have
time.
yesw
York
and
two
school, New
A native of Washington. D.C..
CRAM COURSE No. 3: ENGLISH POETRY
"BMOC" HERO
ingredients for "BMOC," the
in Hampton normal and Agriculhe studied at Columbian college.
.ively,
roguish
1962
Revelries
proThe
hero
of
the
story,
Hugo C. Virginia, and came to California
tura! institute, Virginia.
Final exams will soon be up. n us. ’11,1- is no time for fun and
Vinterfield ’Jim Giussit, Ls chosen in 1850.
games. Let us instead study hard, tem) fiercely, prepare aseiduShe began teaching at San Jose
Dr. Edward J. Rogers, SJS pro- du’lirmt
ously.
by
the
independents to represent
State normal school in March, 1873. I tensor of political ’sciences, was ’ "BMOC" ’Big Man On Campus).
While assistant editor of the
In this column today let us make a quick survey of English
and took a leave of absence of one elected vice mayor of Campbell in " will run May 11-12 in the Morris I he "common man" on campus in San Francisco Herald, and later
poetry. When we speak of English iieetry, we are, of course,
Dailey auditorium. Tickets go on the forthcoming elections.
year. Her specialties included / a recent election.
as a public official, he was noted
speaking of Byron, Shelley, and Keats. Some say that of the
The Greeks, outraged that a for arousing public opinion in fain the Student Afmathematics, physiology and so- I At San Jose State. Dr. Rogers
three, Keats was the most talented. It i= true that he displayed
:sale M11(laY
iirs Business Office
’lowly independent" could chat- vor of improved schools and in-;
oloey.
his gifts earlier than the others While still a schoolboy tot St.
organized the international relaIn "BMOC," which could be set lenethir heretofore dominance. creased appropriations for their
Bwithin’s he wrote his epic lines:
Miss Washburn was active in lions program within
the political
am good, I get on app!.,
on any college campus. Revelries strive to win the past with their support.
church and civic work during her science department
and is chairSo I don’t whistle in fit,. chop!.
a u t.h or Sam Parkinson takes a i rich, s ocially-prominent candidate
retirement years in Los Gatos. She man of the
His
favorable
reports
to
the
department’s commitFrom this distinguished beginning. he went on to write anwarmly humorous look at college Lacey Rockstar Dave McClellan I. state legislature finally resulted
died in Porterville, Calif. on Sep- I tee in this
other 40,000 poems in his lifetime - whieh is all the more
field.
What evolves is a witty. entel- in the act of May 2, 1862, which
politics merrily sprinkled with IV!ember 26 1939,
when you censider that he evils only five feet tall!
remarkable
Dr. Rogers was first elected to I mane,.
I taming and, at times, risque musi- established California’s State nor[mention this fset only to shiny tii:it phy-ira I problems never
oontor: on ea l,
.ifice in 1960 and is Campbell’s
Th.’ 11111,j,1!
keep the true artist iron] ereatine. Byron, for example. was
mai school. A $3000 appropriation
lame. Shelley had an homier!’ hair. Nonetheless, these three
:Ificial representative in the penRENT A BIKE
was made for a five month term:
titans of literature turned out a veritable torrent of romantic
nsula division of the league el
that was the small beginning of
poetry.
Hourl) dn.ly, wenItly, monthly
the present San Jose State College.
Nor did they neater!’ their per-on:it lives. Byron, a devil
c.ilifornia cities and the Sant.,
All Light -Weight Models
Tribute is paid to the work ..f
with the ladies, was exiiellial feat I Word fur rlipiang Elizabeth
’lain county inter-city council.
MEN’S
WOMEN’S
pigtails in an inkwell. II.. theremani left England to
Flarrett’s
Andrew. .1. Meulder not only on
(
see for It, Orl.lti,i11.4
fight in the Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
Founders day, but continuously by
well,,
well, but women were never tar from his mind, as evidenced by
he men’s residence hall named in
PAUL’S CYCLES
this
poem:
VIP!
Flip
for
his
honor.
It
di
home
III
sdIERIIAN
s
Iti
DI
’1%l’Ittell
at
alarknam
How sphtulid ills to fight for this Greek,
1435 The Alameda
CI 3-9766
At the entrance to the residence
I;,;. ,’,I 1.. /11,. is tight of centuries .132 S. 8th st. Later in the school’s
as (lowing elnek ei rhcek.
Hut I don’t enjoy it huff trs
bUNA
While Byron fought in tinier.% Shelley remained in England,
history, this became the college hall is a small plaque of honor
pon his hoe tool gazes 101 the health cottage.
where he became court poet to tlw I hike ef Marlborough.
dedicated leader in the mese:
ground.
is interesting to note in passing that MarlIterough was the origiGraduating with 17 classmates, ment to create free public schoet ’
The emptiness of ages in his lace.
nal spelling of Nlierllemi ( Igarettis, lad the maker= were unable
re, eft. ro..
coru.cotau,o co., Sn OrIettCO
.....
And on his hark the harden of the Markham was the most noted I. system in the state of California.
to get the entire word in the package. With characteristic inHyoid.
of
public
superintendent
A
state
member of his class, and one of
genuity they cleverly lepped off the final "gh". This, of coulee,
Charles Edwin Markham d 1852left them with a "gh" lying nround the factory. They looked
the most distinguished graduates instruction in California for two
19401. an American !mate of interthe
recognwed
commonly
terms
and
some place to put it awl finally decided to give it
for
of SJS Normal school. :Markham
national fame and a graduate of
Director of Sale:, Mr. Vineent Van Go, This had a rather euri.iee
spoke on the "Genius of Rum’ s" at NS ’Mu- father of the State norm ii
result. As plain Van Go, he had been a crackerjack director of
SJS in 1872. WaS the author of
school."
his graduation exercise.
tales, but once lie became Van Gogh, he felt a mysterious.
t he faith ills plIerll which includes
to
speak
at
asked
irresistible urge to paint. Ile resizned from the Company and
The
poet
was
the k.rse.
Give the l’1OW CIO you hat band
became an artist. It did not eork out tOo well. When Van rlogh
I A plaque in Markham hall an evening lecture on Feb. 23, a brushing occasionally. It’s hard
learned what a great suers-, Marlboro Cigarettes quickly he.states "The Man With the Hoc" 1915, after Preskkmt Dailey sug- to ern the dirt out ef creases if
cameas, of course, they had to with such a flavorful flavor.
la.
was inspired by Millet’s paintings gested to the faculty that he
Pm+ a filterful filter, such a flip-tep lox, such a soft pack- he
was ao upset about leaving the firm that he oat off hi- ear in a
on display in San Francisco and invited. Markham recited
and gave a commentary on
fit of chagrin.)
life. At the end of his speech. hel
But I digress. Byron, I say. was in Italy nrel Shelley in
l:,
With
lit=ezd his famous "Man

Pioneer Educator

Politics on Campus
Subject of BMOC

Moulder Honored
On Founders’ Day

On

MatQhulmari

Dr. Rogers Wins
Campbell Election

1872 sis Graduate Authored.
Internationally Known Poetry

5 Officers Elected
By Spartan Sabers

In over 100 countries
people get that refreshing
.new feeling with Coke!

lippj
:4:awl,.
Sp ail
division military science honor society, recently elected new executive officers, at a meeting Thursday in rooms A and B of the
cafeteria.
Taking leadership positions in
the Sabers this semester will he
Albert E. Carlson, commander:
Ernest .1 Pappas, deputy cornmander: Zoltan A. Csimma, treeslure: John V. Deleon, operations
officer: and Thomas J. Wyant,
historian.
Dr. But-ton ItrusLtl, SJS professor
of political science, addressed the
d
cadets on responsibilitiess of len.
elsh

This poem was hailed as
"ball leery of the next thous
years" at the time of its pubis. ;
Hon in 1899.
Markham served as a Caldwell
teacher, a county superintendent
of schools, and the head of the
teacher training school in Oakland.
Another famous Markham verse
is popular with alumni and se,.
eran SJS faculty members. The
verse. "Outwitted." is inscribed on
a league set into the base of the
TOWP r . and may be viewed frol:;
the Inner Quad:
Ilir
ramie ilea
tle siren
thing to Hoot
"Heretic, rebel,
"Ifni lore and I had the reit to II
"Il
111,It hr.!, hi,"

JAZZ
AT

JANKO’S
,
e rebYtiedinw:
DON RUSSO
TRIO
Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

sPH I IL

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY Thru FRIDAY

’1.00
PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD
ta-C-na Company by CocaCole latIn4 Coosen

NEAR STORY ROAD

HOFBRAU STYLE
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

England.
Kent- mem to thole to try to grow. Who
does not remember his is !III lyre::
.,Illhough I M. tad, :I., .j,./ hiqb.
Sam, dart I trill lorrh la
b phone,
But Keats did not grow.
Alai Byron,
touched to the he.rt, nedied to his, t,. -third, lem This too
I ailed. Then Itynni, ever the ladies’ ’i.e. hats lip uiii II 1.tierezia
Borgia, Catherine of .kragon, and .1tinie it,,kley . shit ley, more
domestic type, stayed home with hir wile Mury , and wrote his
famous pens:
h0119.
I 1014 to Rfi
,
,,,
.
Anti hog hue and
Mary Shelley finslly aet
tired ei ladert 1;te.n that she went
into another remit and sir,;-’
I o. a, rending the
manuscript. Shelley and
get se seared they immediately
booked peissage home to hathitel hest, fred t.,
too, hut
he was so Sind’ tint the elerk :it the te.,..-I 11, eft’, r
Uolial
’tee him (Wel OW I, e. ei the emiliter. se, lye it- r.ra
and died et is broken heart
Byron and Shelley eried a lot and then tee, tie ....reposed
this immort31..pitanil
Gond old /V, ai a,
,.,
100 44. IIin’sor

19 Pl. MARKET ST.

Truth, not poetry. Is the business 111 the Marlboro makers.
and tee tell you truly that moi ran’, hod a ’setter tasting,
better smoking cigarette than today’s Marlboro.

Defense Secretary
To Visit Far East

I ?--SPARTAN DAVIT
Wednesday May 2, 1962

Interview on May 11
By United Airlines
For Aero Majors
L. Leonard. la -ad at the St t: aeronautics
department. all aeronautics maintenance majors alxise the sophomore level are notified of Howard
Kinkade’s visit to SJS on Friday.
May 11 at N a.m.
Kinkade is with United Airlines
and will interview applicants from
the Aeronaidics department for
work in United’s iitimmer cooperatie program which this year will
take 13 st talent a, said professor
I Avila rd.
-Students must stop by the department before the May 11 date
10 secure an application and arrange an aptiointment with Mr.
Kinkade." said Leonard,
The summer work program is in
its fourth year at SJS. Last year.
the company asked for 10 men.
-Each year. they ask for a few

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS I,
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Monday - Thru - Saturday
Bankamericard
First Notional Charg

le 4hqeIc4
#Gmic
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

,

.
,

ARTIST’S CONCEPTIONClosing and beautifying Seventh street is one idea of William F.
Stanton, economics professor, who is seeking
the Democratic nomination for assemblyman in
the 28th district. Stanton proposes that the
street be closed and a plaza with an outdoor
sidewalk cafe be provided. The building next
to the present cafeteria would be a faculty
club," he declares. "It is questionable whether

any place can be called a college or a university
when it has multi-story parking structures before
it has a faculty club building adequate for the
needs of its entire faculty." In making his proposal Stanton asserted, Only buildings and
grounds which are truly beautiful can symbolise
our real belief in the importance of higher
education."

Henry Shapiro Slated
To Talk at SDX Dinner
International Journalism takes
the spotlight Saturday night at 7
in the Spartan Cafeteria when
Henry Shapiro. Moscow correspondent for United Press Inter national, speaks at the annual Sigma
Delta Chi Deadline Dinner.
Shapiro will relate his 25 years
of covering the Soviet Union, ineluding 23 years as manager of
the Moscow bureau of UPI.
He started his career as the only
Russian-speaking foreign newsman
in Moscow. During World War II

Shapito is is the only 11,41-1:11s.,giti
newsman in Leningrad during the
siege and the epochal battle of
Stalingrad.
In fall 1959, he accompanied Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev on
his 13 - day visit to the United
States, writing a daily dispatch on
the tour.
The traditional Deadline Dinner,
at which Shapiro will speak, has

rurepe!
enjoy 8 fun -filled weeks of travel

ROUND
TRIP
$399.00
I Tax included )

HENRY SHAPIRO
. . . guest speaker
LEAVE
June 20, 1962! San Francisco London
RETURN:
August 27, 1962 Paris- San Francisco

Call:
MOSHE BEN -ELI
DICK DURLING
CY 4-7346
CY 5-2520
CY 5-8574

1

Did You Say Typewriters?
We’ve got ’ern!
New, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E San Fernando

"We’re next to Col Book"

,1 0 \ D S WORTHY Of

TAal

SJS undergraduate and Northern California professional chapters
of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalism fraternity for
men, are conference co-hosts.

Rory Barbetti and Valerie Tinti
twisted their way to first place
in the recent SJS twist championships in the Women’s gym before’
400 students.
Second place winners were Wes:
Young and Lesanne Coffin and
third place went to Al Latiro air,!
Bonnie Vol,. Carol Benbow, Delta
Sigma Phi Carnation Girl, mad,
the presentations.
Judging the event were Jim
Sims, D-J from
Anne Hud,;in and Fine Johnson of Arthur
Murray Dance Studios; and Dr.
W. Donald Head, assistant professor of English.
Judging for the dance contest
was close, with the first three couples separated by only one point
each.
The contest, sponsored by Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity, featured the
Invaders playing the music for the
dance.
A participation trophy was
awarded to Sigma Nu fraternity
by Marion Pfaff, Carnation Girl
at tendant.

annually attracted many celebrities
!ram the communications field. It
was started in 1954 by the San
Jose state "30" club, the forerunner of the college’s Sigma Delta
Chi chapter.
Presentation of the SJS Faculty
Member of the Year award by the
college chapter is also on the
agenda.
Tickets are now on sale in the
Student Affairs business office.
11116; Publications office, Mm
176, and the Journalism & Adverking office, J104. Price is 6350.
A full -day SDX Regional conference, starting at 9 a.m, in the
College Theater Saturday, will take
’,lace in conjunction with the dinThe women’s swimming exemp,ter.
tion test will be given today and
Bob Shepard, senior journalism May 8, from 4:50-5:30 p.m. in the
major and president of the SJS women’s gym pool.
All women students must either
take the test, take a swimming
class or have a current Senior
Lifesaving or Water S:ifetv inASSVRANCE
structor card.

Swim Test Today

CY 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
Ill

rhapICT. willpartitipitte in a panel
discussion of "Sigma Delta Chi
A Self-Appraisal" in the theater.
’ More than 200 SDX professional
and undergraduate members of Re! gion 11 (Hawaii, Calif., Nev. and
! Aria.) have been invited.

Twisting Couple
Wins Top Prize

good6tie

FLY
DC -7C

’

5O

ri ey to- am

Something

Journalism Majors To Meet
At SJS for Ridder Contest

Vi 17,
WASHINGTON i UPI
Top prosixsctive college journal Secretary Robert S. McNamara
announced Monday that he will ism majors, from the high schools
snake an inspection visit to em- of the San Jose Met cuty News disbattled South Viet Nam on his tries, will meet at San Joists State
way back from NATO meetings on May :i to compete for the Bernard H. Ridder sr. journalism
tomorrow in Athens. Greece.
yratert
hoascogrer (chT(h)lea"shtaild’Eents, arriving on camiuTlhleonodefluelunsefouwer
with leaders of gig U.S. effort to pus at 10 am., will be greeted by
help oust Communist guerrillas a speech by Dr. Dwight Bente!,
tram South Viet Nam, but this
head of the journalism department.
will be his first appearance at
the actual scene of , the fighting. He will discuss their futures in
While in the area, he aLso will tournalism.
visit Thailand.
Following the speech, the stuHe will leave Athens Monday ’ dents will scull,’ to any available
for Bangkok, Thailand, and reach
typewriter to write a news story
Saigon, the capital of South Viet
ahnn, May 9. He will, leave there about the speech. The story will be
corrected by the Spartan Daily
for the United States May 11.

HAPPY

staff. It Is the first segment
oof the
test.
The next portion of the
test will
be on current events and
information. It is scheduled as too
dn.
mit to be completed.
After the test, they will
be ts.
(sorted on a tour of the jourriatim
building. Lunch will follow in Hu.
cafeteria at 1:43 p.m.
The results of the test will
nal
be made known. The ;maids a,
be made and the second yes!
the event will Mane al I I-, ,,ss

Flip

for ViP!

FOUNDERS DAY SJS
from

AFTER/
EASTER
SPECIAP
Now is the time for all
smart men to c:cnne to R/fil
Realize the
save!
values and hasten in now!
misionorr---0-issiamiumugnmagarimsa:
MEN’S SHIRTS
Mr. White cotton broadcloth with
spread collar, French cuffs. 14i-17....3.99
Mr. White cotton oxford cloth with
button-down collar. 14i to 17

4 29
74r7m7id

Underwear/Pajamas/Sox
Drip-dry broadcloth pajamas. Coat
or middy styles. Assorted patterns
Athletic Uppers. Cotton knit. 36-.46

4 29

990

T -Shirts. Cotton knit; round or v-neck..1.19
Boxer Shorts. Cotton patterns. 30-44....l.19
Boxer Shorts.Dacron/cotton;white,colors.1.99
English Blue Top socks. 100% wool in
popular solid colors. Sizes 10i to 13...1.19
Crew Stretch socks. White, stripe top

790

Try Our

<chattii
Beery girl has dreamed of receiving a beautiful engagement
ring and wedding ring from her perfect lover. Fulfilment
of this dream is the greatest happiness you can bestow.
Bring her to Proctor’s for a wider selection of smart
new rings. She will he doubly thrilled because she knows
that Proctor’, rings are worthy of pride And assurance.
lilludrith, A heautiful new mullej
paw, vet with csirfullv aelerted diao
Nowt. hi/total et ulute 141.. soh(’

so,

/

Filet of Fish
Delicious Sauce
Lettuce 1 Burger Bun

Only

39‘
Cooked to Order

NoNloneyDown...termstoSuitYou
When IL comes to dismonds... you’ll do beet at Proctor’s

HOLIDAY

Pure Irish linen handkerchiefs. Dozen at5.95
Wryilhanshaima4s....-Wall/M11111/11/411/IMIggr*"1111

MEN’S CLOTHING
Traditional Ivy suits
Some with vests.

49.90/59.90/69.90

Snortconts,greptselection31.60/39.60/48.60
Worsted flannel slacks, plain front

$14

Fast Serv Foods
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET downtown ... 307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

1eweiens

!across from new library)

4th and San Fernando

PLUS MANY OTHER IMPORTANT SPECIALS...SEE THEM
In Siin Jose: First at Santa Clara
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